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Researcrr on the temporar model began at the psychophysics

Laboratory, victoria university of r{e[ington in 1924. A prerininary
uodel was constructed to determine which paraneters were the rpst
important and what tlpe of stimur-i should be used. rt was fo'nd
that therewere inadequate hr:nan data available to critically evaluate
the moder- The victoria Laboratory sras not then deveroped enough to
produce an efficient version of the model nor the necessary appropriate
hunan data.

r was awarded a Netherlands postgraduate scholarship which
permitted ereven nonths research, Lg76-rg77, at professor R. pro,,q)rs

Laboratory, at the Institute of perception, Soesterberg, the Netherlands.
This research was done under the supervision of Dr T. Houtgast with
advice from professor R. plomp and Dr G. smoorenberg. The Ivlark r
Model and the human freguency discrimination data were compreted at
the Soesterberg Laboratory.

r then returned to victoria university and e4>anded the !{ark r
version of the npder to produce the Mark rr version. The modelrs
impoftant parameters lrere fulry investigated. Then some p'brished
human rpitch' data was simurated by the moder. Detaired comparisons

were made between the obtained human frequency discrinr:inated data and
the simulated data.

The thesis was completed November l97g.

PREFACE
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ABSTRACT

The iqrcrtance of terporal infornation versus place information
in freqr:ency anarysis by the ear is a continuing controversy. This
dissertation develoPes a temporal model whictr simurates human frequency

discrimination. The model gives guantitative measures of performance

for the discrimination of sinusoids in white gaussian noise. Ttre moder

simurates humarr frequency discrimination performance as a function of
frequency and sigmal-to-noise ratio.

The modelrs predictions are based on the temporal intervals between

the positive axis crossings of the stimulus. Ttre histograms of these
temporal intervals were used as the r:nderlying distributions from which

indices of discriminability were calculated.

Human freguency discrirnination data was obtained for five observers

as a function of frequency and sigrnal-to-noise ratio. The data were

anarysed using the rnethod of Group-operating-characteristic (Goc) Analysis.
This nethod of anarysis statistically removes unique noise from data.
The trnique noise was removed by sunming observers| ratings for identical
stirnuri' This method of anarysis gave human frequency discrinination data
with ress r:nigue noise tJ'an any existing frequency data. The human data

were used for evaluating the npdel. rhe @c Analysis was arso used to
study the improvement in dr as a function of stimulus replications an6

signal-to-noise ratio.

The model was a good fit to the human data at 25o Hz, for two sigrnal-
to-noise ratios. Ttre model did not fit the data at ro0o Hz or 5000 Hz.

There was some evidence of a transition occuring at r0oo Hz.

This investigation s'p5rcrted the idea that human frequency
d:iscrimination relies on a temporal mechanism at row frequencies with a

transition to some other mechanism at about lO00 Hz.
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CHAPTER I

THEORTES OF TIEARTNG

Classical theories

rn this d.iscussion on classical theories of hearing, the two

nain tlpes of classical theories will be discussed and then the more

npdern theories will be considered.. The early theorists, HelmtroLtz

and Ruttrerford, attenpted to incorporate arl- the kno*wr aspects of
audition into ttreir theories. As more o<perimentar data has been

'produced,rnoders and theories have tended to becore speciarized into
restricted areas of, hearing. The emphasis in this sumnary wilr be on

ttreories concerned wittr pitch or frequency analysis.

There were two main divisions of crassicar theories; prace

theories which reried on sorne type of spectral anarysis, and temporar

or frequency theories which reried in some rilay on the periodicity or
time infonration in the wave-form

rn 1863, von Hermtroltz presented his prace theory of hearing.
He described ttre basilar rembrane as consisting of a series of
transverse fibers, independently tuned and behaving like nectranical

resonators. row freguenry tones were ttrought to resonate the transverse

fibers near the apical ena ind high tones the fibers near the basar

end- According to Her.mholtzrs ttreory, a corrylex sor:nd wave wourd

stimulate ttre several resonators trmed to the frequencies present in
the stimulus- An i-nportant part of Hermtrortz,s theory was his
hypottresized principle of nonlinear d.istortion in ttre rnidd.le ear. He

suggested ttrat ttre transduction of sound from the cochlea rras a non-

linear process: For pure tone stimuri, the nonrinearities wourd

generate distortion products at harrcnics of the input stirmrl"i. rn
complex stimuli, the theory predicted ttrat the pitches heard would
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corresPond to the freqnency differences between spectral components.

Rutherford proposed his frequency theory in 1886. He .suggested

that the wtrole sense organ responded to all sotrnds and that ttre

freqrnncy, autrrlitudte and wavefom were all directty represented in

the neuralpattern of the nerve action potentials. His theory c.oncluded

that the neural representation of the wavefo:cm woulct be analysed by a

central- rechanism

Bottr the prace and frequency, 'theories have been nodifiecl as

new e)$)erisEntal evidence becane available. Helurtroltzrs theory was

spdified in response to two main criticisns. rtre first care frorn

oplnnents claiming tiat the properties that Helmtroltz denanded from

his prolnsed resonators were iq>ossible. !{ectranical fiLters could not

distinguish both rapid successive changes in frequeney and fine changes

in freqr.rency. Ttre only way Helmholtzrs idea of resonators could deat

with tJlis criticism ltas to assune ttrat auditory filters have different

properties than those of nechanical resonators. The second criticism
of Helnholtzrs theory was that a pure tone would, cause resonancre in a

broad region of the cochlea, not just in a specific resonator or

transverse fiber. Gray (1900) advanced ttre principle of Maximrn

Stirtulationr whictr protrnsed that the exactly tuned resonator would sholr

maximun resonance, this updified Helmtrol-tzts ttreory to cope wittr ttre

second criticism.

In 1942 a6f6sy (see e6t6sy, t96O) produced physiological evidence

which showed ttrat the shape of ttre rriJrrations of ttre basilar nembrane

was not sharp enough to e:rplain frequency discriurination. He observed

ttrat the stapes moved in a sinusoidal nanner with constant a$plitude.

Eigher frequencies had their point of maximrur viJcration near ttre stapes,

and those for lower frequencies were progressively nearer ttre a;rcx of

the cochlea-
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Tlre two nain crassicar theories of hearing have had a strong

influence on the rcdern ttreories which have had Eany aspeets fron t5e

classical ttreori.es inc.orporated intp tjrem.

The . rcdern dual- ttreories

Most of the rcdern researchers e.g. wever 1949, Irbore 192r, in
human frequency analysis consider tfrai a dual mechanism exists. It is
r:sually considereil that there is a frequency or tire recSanism at lg,1,y

freguencies ctranging to a place nectranism at higher freqrrencles.

. Nordrnerk (r-923) is one of the few advocates of a teq>oral

uechanism across tlre whole frequency range. He d.isagrees wittr the

usual argulent given for the dual system. lrtris argurent is the inability
of tbe physiological system to code high frequency stinuli in tfre tire
donain. rn fact, as Nordmark argtcs, the'physiorogical system can use

timing inforsration when very acute judgements are necressary. There are

sensory phenonena ttrat the nervous system is sensitive to, ttrat could
only be coded in a temporal form. Green (1923) shorred, ;os s:(arqFl€r

that the ear can d,iscriminate between two transient sigmals that have

identical enerlly spectra but differ in phase as 1ong as ttre total duration
of the signals exceeds 2msecs. AIso, Nor&rark, (1963) coryared ttre

results of pitch and lateralization data to delpnstrate the involrrement

of sirnilar lectranisnr-s in both processes. He r:sed filtered and unfiltered
pulses of different polarities.- Ttre just discrininab!-e time d.ifference

for bottr pitctr, when ttre trains were led to one ear, and for lateralization
when they were led to separate ears, was plottdd against ttre degree of
randourress expressed as ttre standard deviation for ttre pulse internral

distribution- rtre data from ttre two cqrditions fitted the sare straight
line whidr led Nordnark to concrude that tlrere was sorre evidence for both

;fienorena r:sing the sare type of temtrrcrar nrechanism.
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Even though it is accepted that the binaural system often uses

teqtoral information, binaural studies often show sosc ev:idence of a

change fron one uechanissr to anottrer. fNilbanks and t{tritlore (1968)

showed ttrat the ears'ability to use interaural noise correlatisrs starts
' to decrease rapidly at about 500 Hz reaching a ninimunr at about 3000 Hz.

Changes in interaural correlation are often interpreted as changes in
phase or time and this study suggests a changq)rer from a temporal

rechanism at about 4000 Hz to some other nechanism.

Stevens (f938) reviewed a Localization e:<periment by Stevens and

Nerman (1934) which suggested a change, in the nrechanisms used in
'localization, at about 3OOO Hz. Ttrey used tones as stimuli, that were

presented at various positions, 15 degrees apart, in a circunference

twelve feet from the observers, The localization errors were relatively
constant at low frequencies but inireased from about goo trz, peaked at
3000 Hz.and then decreased again. Stevens interpreted the results in
terms of ttre earb ability to use phase and i.rntensity differenc€s. He

e><plained that phase differences are tpst effective in deteraining the

apparent location of low tones, and that above about 80o Hz its effective-
ness decreases. rntensity is a good eue for Localization at high

freguencies. Since in the region around. 3OOO Hz neither relative phase

nor intensity offer verT adequate cues, ttris could e:<plain the high

incidence of eEors of localization at ttris frequency. Stevens c-oncluded

that around 3000 Hz the tin:ing mechanisn becones ineffective.

There is also some evidence for a duaL nechanism in hearing from

e:qnriments with couplex stirnuli. plorrp (1967) rcrking on beats of
tuistuned consonances concluded that it was ttre time pattern of the

impulses which was the iqrortant fastor belor t40O Hz. He found that
two simultaneously occurqhg si-urple tones of M and N Hz, with M:N sJ.ightly
different from m:n (bottr small integral ntunbers) gave rise to a beat
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sensation of nl{-nlil beats per second. Moreover he found ttrat the beats

for 200 and 60l Hz were a weak tone sensation wittr a pitch shifting
period.icalry as tlte phase of one sine wave was changed relative to

the other. rtris was carled ttre ,'sweep tone" effect. He c.oncruded

that those beats were related to periodic variations in ttre wavefom

of the overlappi:rg vibration patterns along the basilar renibrane giving

rise to corresponding variations in the tire pattern of the nerve impulses.

The first i4>ortant duaL theory of h 'qr.n frequency analysis was

proposed by l{ever (f949) who suggested that tiuring infornration was

inportant up to 5OO0 Hz. Nordnark (1970) sumnarizing the research since

Lglg, describes researchers who have suggested transition freguencies

from l-5O to 5000 Hz. Moore (I973c)rwho has presented the best ',quantitative,,
evidence for a transition in rrechanisms for frequency discrirninationa

suggests a transition frequency of about 45oo Hz. He suggests that a

place mechanism oSrerates above 45OO Hz.

Models of pitch and frequency analvsis

In the L93ds Schouten develotrnd ttre first "terutrnral,, pitctr nodel.

This was a stimuh:s-oriented approactr using the terporal information in
the stimulus waveform. He produced this nodel after carrying out a series

of e:perfurents whictr raised questions about Helnrholtzrs hypottreses.

These e:<periments and rater ones will be described in some detail
because of their historical inportance. (For Schoutenrs review of his
e:<perimgnts and moder see schouten, 1g4o). wightrnan et aL (1974)

summarizes Schouteds work and rrodel

schoutenb first experiment was based on the assr:ryrtion that if
the pitdr of a complex waveform uras the resuLt of nonlinear distortion,
tlren the distortion prod.uct should behave like a simple tone of ttrat

frequency- He produced a pulse-like stimulus in whictr the retrntition
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rate of the pulse was 200 Hz , then a sine wave of 206 Hz was added.

The reasoning was that if a nonli-near d.istortion -product ryas responsiJrle

for the 2oo ttz pLtch, ttre add.ition of a 206 Hz tone rculd be e<pected

to p:roduce beats- There was however, no sudihlg beats and no ctrange in
the pitch of the conrplex.

schoutenrs second experiment used arnplitude nodulation techniques.

He produced waveforms in which the component sine waves could be shifted
without ctranging ttre frequency difference betrreen conponents. The

distortion hlpothesis would conclude ttrat ttre pitch of ttre complex

should al-ways correspond to ttre difference frequency. schouten showed

that this in fact was not always the case by demonstrating the .,pitch-

shift, effect- This effect is that, when each of the cougnnents is
increased by a certain arnowr! the pitch shifts even though the component

separation is the s€rme.

other evidence to refute HeLrnholtzrs hlpothesis of nonrinear

d.istortion lras given by Licklider (1954) and SsBIt et aI (19G2) .

r.ickricler reasoned that if a difference tone is responsible for
periodicity pitch, then a masking stiururus whose energ:y is centered in
tJre spectral region of the difference tone should effectively nrask the

difference toneranil should therefore change ttre pitch of ttre stinulus.
He found that the low frequency masker had no effest upon ttre low

periodicity pitch.

Small et al (1962) used the technique of selective fatigue to
test Helnholtzrs hlpothesis. They reasoned,that if the perception of
perioclicity piteh was the resurt of energry at the pulse retrntition rate,
then a change in sensitivity in this frequency region should cause the

energy at ttre repetition rate to become inauditifg, and resurt in a

change in pitch. Ttre selecti.ve fatigue did not change the pitctr.

As a result of the weakness shown in Helmhortrz hlpotheses by
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these experinents, Sctrouten produced his temporal ttreory of pitctr

called the "residue theory". sdrouten!s, and other "fine-structure',
theories,whidr follorred assrred that ttre imSnrtant informatLon for
frequency discrinination is ttre crycle-to-rycre timing information in
the stimulus waveform.

schouten based the first tr,art of his roder on von a6k6sy,s

obsenration (s6f6sy, t96O) utrich was ttrat ttre freguency resolutio,n on

the basilar rembrane was poorer at high, than at lqw frequencies

Schouten therefore set his rcd,e!.rs fil.ter bandwidths proportional to

ttreir center freqr:encies.

Ttre second part. of the residue nodel was ttre 'ttransrnitting devieer.

1lhis device ltas assured to oode ttre temporaL infornation in the waveforsr

after it had been filtered. Ttre teryoral infonration was transuuitted

by way of rpural firing patterns to sotrE centrAl center for analysis.

schoutenrs theory gave expranations for two problens: that of
the "uri.ssing fr-urdarental'r and that of the 'pitch-shift, effect. His

tlreory oould predict the pitctr of the firndalental- from the reciprocdl of
ttre tine interval of a wavefo:rm. Similarly in the pitctr-shift experirent,
t]1e pitch of the wavefom can be closely ap-proximated from the reciprocal

of the time interdal between pealcs in the stimulus fine structure.

Schoutenrs "residue-theory" was followed by other essentiaLl-y

siurilar theoriesr e.9. Ritsmars (1967) theory, whictr essentially only

differed in ttrat a weightingf was put on the r]1>eak picking' nectranism which

resulted in ttre so callild dominant region having rnore influence in
determining the pitch than other frequencies. Ritsna used the weightlng

factor because he considered that ttre pitctr of a multicomponent complex

prinarily depends on ttre behaviour of tJ:e 3rd, 4tlr and 5th coq)onents.

Moore (1973a, 1973b) has to date produced the nost guantitative

lrcdel of pitctr based on terqtoral analysis. l,loorers two papers on tlis
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topj.c will be described in some detail because of tlreir importance

in this area. l"loore showed how a temporal nechanism could explain

low freguency human descrimination data and how a pface mechanism

would be more appropriate at high frequencies.

The first paper was based on freguency jnds for short duration

tones. He predicted the size of the frequency jnd to be expected

from several models based on spectral analysis. Eor example Zwickerrs

(1970) place model pred.icted a jnd of

Af > .24
d

where Af is jnd

d is stimulus duration

-24 is a constant specific to every model (other place models

result in slightly different constant values).

Moore found that the human frequency discrinination jnd at row

freguencies rrras an order of magnitude smaller than the average

prediction of the place nrodels. From the results of this paper Moore

argued for the existence of a temporal rrechanism at low frequencies.

His two main arguments were as forlows: first, he considered that

since low frequency human jnds are smaller than could be predicted

from a place model; and second, since there is more than enough neural

timing data to explain the results, Siebert (1970) , it therefore seemed

likely that a temporal mechanism would operate at low frequencies. He

specifically sugrgested that a temporal mechanism wourd exist berow

50coHz and that a place mechanism would exist at freguencies above

ttris.

Moore's (1973b) second investigation consisted of a temporal

model which predicted how the frequency jnd would change as a fr:nction

of bandrpidth. The predictions were compared to those I'trcore obtained

from place models. The frequency jnd was used as a neasure of how
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werl .ttre observers couLd judge ttre center frequency of narrorir, band-

limited noise- Ttre mdel was based on the fol-Ioring assrnptions:
t' lrtre rechanism reasured tiqe intenrals betrpeen points of eqr:al

a4rlitude on the trnsitive slope of the wave forn.
2. Ttre tire Lntervars were measrrred between nerve impurses.

3' The mechanisn is capable of averaging readings over an integration
tirre of up to 200 n.secs.

re describes the two nain sources of errors for tl.e npdet

and how their effects wourd vary wittr noise bandnridttr.

First' fluctuating ampritude effects gave errors since an increase
in aqrlitude causes a fixed ttrreshold nechanism to fire earlier than

'in a constant anrptitude situation. For exanrple, lloore describes how

' tttis error would affect a ro msec duration signar as the bandwidth

increrses' A bandrvidth of about 2 Hz wirl tend to have uridirectional
changes in envelope fluctuations, which will increase the size of the
noise jnd relative to a pure tone jnd. A bandryidth of about 9 Hz will
tend to harle rcre than one change in envelope fluctuations and these
wilr tend to cancer out the effects. vlittr J-arger bandvridttrs ttre.errors
will increase with the increasing amplitude fructuations as tlre
bandwidth increasesl

The second source, of errors that Moore describedlwas phase

variations. This type of error increases monotonically wittr bandwidth
and is smalr compared to the effects eg eqFlitude, especialry at snarr
bandrlidttrs.

The combination of these trrro sources of errors in a teuporar rcdel
led Moore to the forlorring predictions for a temporal rechanism as a

fi:nction of noise bandwidth.' He pred.icted ttrat ttre frequency jnd., for
na*o'|hr bands of noise wourd decrease srightry after 2 Hz reaching a

minimum around 9 Hz and then increase with increasing bandwidth. Iqoore
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also concluded that none of the place rpdels would predict the decrease

in the ,freqrrency jnd aronnd 9 tsz.

Moore compared his moder to appropriate huran data. The data
natdred well at ro0o Ei, rcderatery at 4ooo Hz and there rras no

sinilarity at 5Ooo Hz. Moore concluded tlrat a teurporal rectranisn would
predominate rp to about 4oo0 Hz, and then wourd be reptaeed by a place

rechanism for aLI frequencies above thls.
Tr'uo important energy rcder-s wirr. be described.. Eeruring (196?)

developed €rn energy updel of audj-tory discrimination. lftre rcdel consisted
of an initiar band-pass filter, forrowed by a square-raw device and an

integrator. To e:rplain the inability of .the observers to obtain i.nfinitely
good performance at high signal to noise ratios, Henning suggested that
the center frequency of the firter shifts and behaves as a random

variable over time- His free parameter was bandwidth. Ite obtained a

good rratch to'the human data with his nodel but required small bandwidths,

e-g- 2 Hz and 20 Hz bandwidths at 250 Hz and 4ooo Hz respectively.
zwicker's (I-9?1) nodel essentially consisted of an assunption,

hfiich was tttat, two stimuli would be d.iscrinrinable from one anotlrer

when t}reir excitation Patterns differed from one another by nore ttran

one dB. The moder predicted frequency jnds by assr:ming ttrat the
jnd is L/27th of a critical bandwidti. rf this proportional rure is
appried to ttre traditional estimates of ttre critical bandnidth tlre
predicted frequency jnds are t"rn.r than those of humans.

The controversy over phase sensitiwity was briefry rnentioned in
the previous section. Ttris controversy is discussed first, because

it is important to evaruate t},e appropriateness of pitch model_s and

second, because it shows the prdrems of using the concept of pitctr
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and the advantages of a frequency oriented approach.

There is no dor:bt that the ear is sensitive to phase changes.

!,lightrnan (1973a)showed that when the relative phase of three components

are changed in a complex stimulus there is a change in the sound of the

stimulus. The controversy is not whether the observers can discrinuinate

a change, but whether the change is defined as a pitch change. Part of

the controversy seems to have occurred through the problern of defining

pitch to the observers. UsuaIIy the given definition is, if a sound

has a pitch of, for exampLe, 2OO Hzt this means that its pitch has been

judged equal to that of a 200 Hz signal. Wightnan et al (19741 indicate

that this definition has soue disadvantages since many elrperimental

sounds have a quality that is quite different from that of a pure tone,

:naking it quite difficult for some listeners to match the sounds

accurately. Different er<periments which have been involved in this

dispute appear to have given the observers rather different definitions

of the pitch-matching task. This lack of consistency could only be

erq>ected. to complicate possible conclusions.

Related to the problem of definition of pitch is the difficulty

of pitch matching under any instructions. Thurlow (f957) found even

with practice only 15* of listeners could hear and match 'time-separation'

pitch. Jenkins (1951) stated that, "he had a number of observers who

could not make any consistent pitch match of any sort even with quite

careful instructions". He concluded that, "either they could not

understand what was meant by a match or, that they could not tr*t."i.r"

a misnatch". Jenkins agreed that his problem emphasized the inadequacy

of 'Iingui.stic usage for eliciting useful information about perception"

(Jenkins, 1961, p 1551-I553).

The experiments to determine the effects of phase on pitch were

inconclusive. Ritsma et al (1964) studied the effects of shifting the
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relative phases of three comtrnnents of a stimulus and they concluded

ttrat plrase nhanges do affect pitctr nratctres. tfightman (I9Z3a) replicated
the erperiments and found ttrat sore.of his data agreed wittr Rftsnars but
ottrer data did not agree. He concluded that ttre ewidence onerall
suggested that pitetr is phase insensitive.

The present study tried to avoid the problem of defining tlle
d'ifferent asnects of the stimulus that the observer had to attend to.
Ttre observers were reqrrired to rate the sinilarity of t;1e coryarative
and standard stimulus. Even this sirrplified task requires a great deal

of practice before stable results are orbtained.

Axis crossing analvsis

Many of the terq>oral fine structuxe'theories are essentiarly
using adapted versions of axis-crossing analyses. These technigues

have also been applied to speech anarysis, speech recogmition and to
nany other signal processing and pattern recogmition tasks.

one of ttre earlier s;reech recognition and processing nodels was by

Licklider and pollack (1949) who showed.ttrat clipped s;nech (ctipping

onry reaves the temlnral- information) is highly intelrigible when

properly processed.

Niederjohn (1975)' descriJred five zero-crossing analysis tecturigues,

arl of which have been applied to speectr recogmition modeLs. Four of.
the analyses he describes measure the nunlcer of zero-crossings in an

interval of tine- one of the analyses uses the duration of tJ.e tirE
intervals betrreen zero-crossings.

Most model-s of speech recogmition have measured tbmporal intervals
betreen all (i.e. both positive and negative) sloped axes. It is
however, more appr3opriate, for a npder of hearingr to ttEasure betueen

only the positive, or only ttre negatively sloped axis crossings. Moorers
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(197r) paper concluded that only the intenrars between positively
sloped axis crossings are importanrt.: He,quotes Fl_anagan et aI (1964)

as giving sore j'stification for this appr.Fch. Flanagan et ar,
working on ttre lateralization of ophasic and antiphasic criclcs,

c.oncluded that ttreir results could best be ercplained wittr the asslqrtion
that nerve firings tend to occur in the initial guarter_clrcle of tlre

displacenent wave. Galanilros et aI (1943) trave shonn that, for sinple
tones belolc 3'ooo - 4,ooo Hz' nerve impulses are evoked at a particular
rcrent of t-he sinusoidal- wave, which suggeats ttrat ttrese inpulees are

evoked when the basiLar menbrane passes a critical value. lltris arso

suptrrcrts the idea of firing occurihg on just one slope of ttre vibrations
of ttre basilar rennbrane. and thus on one slope of ttre stimuLus waveform.

Critical bands

The concept oh the criticar band is very important for any theory
of hearing- The concept is usua1J.y introduced into tlre rcdels as a
band-pass firtering system, which atteryts to represent the eay's

filtering systen- The history of the developnent of ttre concept shows

that there is no fixed rnechanical type of criticat band mechanisn in
the ear. Ttre mechanism seeni to vary with the type of task and stiunrli
used-

rn l94o FLetcher presented psyctroptrysical data shorsing that only
noise components in a narrot region around a pure tone are effective in
nasking tlte tone. He called this region the rcritical bandr. He used

tltis concept to explain rnany of the phenorena of nasking.

one of Fretctrerrs experiments had his observers adjusting a

continuous sinusoid r.urtir it was ,just detestable,. in trre presence of
nasking noise. with a 1o0o Hz signal and a wide-band rnasking noise, the
observer adjr:sted ttre signal,-to-noise ratio to about 1g dB. As the noise
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was filtered the observer adjusted the intensity of ttre sigmal trntil it
courd just be heard in -bhe masking noise, and, Lt was not untlr the

sigrnar was filtered beyond-ttre 'critical wLdttr that ttrere was an

l-mproverent in the ability of ttre obsenrer to hear tlre sigmal Ln the

noise. At ttris critical bandwidttr the sigmal level needed to hear the

tone in the noise decreased, approxinately linearry wittr fgrttrer

decreases in the bandnidth of the noise. Fletctrer concluded fron this
experiment that the ear acts as a bank of band-pass filters wittr the

bandwidth equar to ttre criticar band. only noise wittrin ttre same,

critical band would be effective in nasking the sigmal. He concluded

ttrat the sigmar level needed to just detect ttre sigmal was sorne cronstant

proportion of ttre effective noise. Ttre signal- rever needed to just
detect tlre signal would be independent of bandwidttriif the noise band

is wider than tJle critical bandyand would vary inversery with the

external bandvridth once the masking noise was less than ttre critical
band.

A great nany of Fl-etcherrs estimates hane.been questioned because

of an underlying assumPtion irtrich is not always accepted. Ile assur€d

that the observer can just hear ttre sigmal when the signar porrrer is
equal to the total-.noise in'the critical bandrvidth. ff this assunption

is made rttren the criti'cal bandvlidth can be estinated from ttre ratio of
signal Power to noise power density. Given Fletclrer's assuqrtionsgthe

wiclttr of the critical band is the ratio of ttre intensity of the tone to
ttre intensity per cycle of noise.

Hawkins et ar (1950) did a \rery coqpr-ete study of ttre,critical
ratio. Ttrey detenudled the signal--to-noise ratio needed to hear sine

waves in noise. Their resul-ts were generally consistent with those of
Fletcher

Later studies have used different nrethods to obtain rneasurenents
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of critigat bandwidths, e.9. Zwicker (f9S4). Zwicker studied the

nasking effect-of trro sinpre tones with- freq'encies f1 * f2, on a

narrow band of noise with.a center freqtrency of N(f s + fzl .,
Increasing the difference in frequency (Af) between ttre trro tones

' left ttre nasked tbreshoia of the noise rurchanged wrtil a critlcal Af
was reached,' then the threshold feII sharply and continued to fall as

Af increased.

Gassler (1954) estiurated critical bandrrvidths by reasuring ttre
threshoLd of nurtitone cronprexes co4posed of, fron one to forty
sin'soids, evenly spaced, ten to twenty Hz apart. As eactr tone was

added to the compl-ex', ttre overall sound pressure level at threshold

,remained, 
cronstant up to the rcritical bandt wtrere ttre overall sourd

pressure level of the threshold increased.

Greenwood (f951) determined the width of critical bands by using

. narrolil-band nasking- He reasured the nasked ttrreshold of pulsed tones

as a function of frequency. The nasking was varied in widttr, spect4mr

Ievel and freqnency location. He for:nd that the ttrreshold of ttre

naximally masked tone increased at all levels in direct proportiorr to
tJ:e increase in ttre bandnidth, but only up to ttre critical bandr He

concluded that the masking crlrves in this study had ttre fom of
trapezoids wittr steep sJ.opes to the lover frequencies and flat slopes

to higher frequencies.

The critical band estimates made by ttre ttrree researchers above

gave critical bandwLdth estimates about two and a half tisres J.arger

than the critical ratio r€asure of Ftetctrer's. However adjustlent-of
Fletcherrs controversial assumption can equate the estimates. Recent

studies have also produced critical ban&ridth estimates which are

smaller than ttre traditionally accepted estinates.
Houtgast (1974) developed a new urettrod of nnasuring critical
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bandwidth whictr gives snall estimates. His method was developed from

a technique ttrat he used Ln studying the rt{ach-Bandr effect.. He used

a non-sinultaneous nasking techniqge-by neasuring the rdetectabilLtyl

of short probe-tone bursts presented alternately rrlth bursts of uaskJ.ng

noise- Iltren ttre tone leve1 is lorrr the tone burets are heard as a

continuous toneland when the level of ttre tone is raised the separate

bursts are heard. The measure of rdetectability' of the tone is the

Ievel at Yltrich the observer finds that the tone sortrds tjust continuousr.

The noise masker was called rippled noise"whictr neant ttrat it had a

sinusoidally shaped spectnmr. The probe tone was presented in various

lnsitions rerative to the anplitude of the spestrlare.g. peakg, troughs.

The concept was simply thatrwhen the ttrresholds for the peaks and troughs

conditions were the sa.uE, the l-imit of the eart acuity had been reactred.

For details of the criticar-band caleulations see Houtgast lLg74.r.
'When Houtgast. repeated his non-simultaneous rnasking experiment wittr a
sirnultaneous masking techniguenhe found ttrat the latter results were

equal to the trad"itional estimates. The estimates from the non-

simultaneous masking e:q>erinrent were haLf those of the trad.itional
estimates- Houtgast explained this rrifference in terurs of 1ateral

inhibitionrwhictr is, not effective in traditional. direst-nasking effects.
fhe effects of lateral suppression do not show up in simultaneous maskingr

and therefore there are smalrer criticar-band estirnates for non-

simultaneous masking. Lateral suppression is assuned to increase

frequenry selectivity and thus Houtgast deseribes this as analogous to
a narro!{er filter.

other investigators,have found snaller estimates of the critical
bandwidth than the traditional measures. Swets et al (1962) in their
study of critical bands found *rat at I0o0 Hz, under the assumption that
tlre auditory filter is single tuned, ttre bandwidth was about 4O 11z.
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Sindlarly, !,targolis et al (1925) also obtained snall bandnidth estimates.

French et al (f947) suggested dl-fferent size bandr,ridths depending on

whether the task is binaural or rcnaural.

rt is becoming crear ttrat ttre earrier concept of a critical
bandnidthrwhich remains invariant across oqlerirental tasks,is
inappropriate. There seens no justification to assrrre that a bandwidttr

obtained in one particuJ.ar task should be applicable to anottrer e:rperi"nental

task.

Another rerated guestion which is rmresorved,is the actual rpde

operation of the critical-band rechanisur. This controversy is covered

Green (1966).

Tlro main modes of operation have been proposed, first; the 'single
bandrrodel, and second the rmul-tiple band, upder. Bottr of the moders

assuIIE that the observer acts like a narrow band-pass receiver wittr

the center of. the fiLter tuned to an existingror in anticipation of a

sigmal or certain frequency. Ttre nultiple-banit urodel differs in that
it also assures that several of these filters can be used simultaneously.

The noder asstnnes ttrat the outputs of any nr:rnber of firters can be

linearry combined with appropriate weights for each channel.

Two types of e:q>eriments were devised by Green (1966) to test
between ttre critical-band nodels. The two tlpes of enperi-nrents were

the detection of a sigmal of uncertain freguencyrand the detection of
multiple com5ronent sigmals in noise.

The reasoning for the method of detecting sigmal.s of gncertain

frequency wasl if ttre signal occupied only a singre freguency region,

then only one filter would be used to Listen to the sigmal . Horvever,

when tJre signal was at either of two freguencies, tlre urultiple-band

nodel assumed that tr*o filters must be used and this would result in
roughly twice as much masking noise for the same signal strength. This
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led to a predicted decrement in detectabirlty of about L0 trnrcent.

Itre reasoning for the studlz on detectabtlLty of mrltiple_
couponent sLgnals was; that if a sLgnal had a broad spectnrn wl.ttr

frequenry components in several critical-bands, then a change in
det'ec{ability as a result of the ntnber of coqlonents would girrc sqpporit

to the nultiple-band lpdel.

Unfortrnately, the data from these experirents were far f:ron

onclusive- Ttre only agreenent betrreen the e:qnrinents was ttrat tlrere

J's porer sr:mation within the critical band. Ttre uncertain frequency

experirrents all showed a far smaLler drop in defectability than any of
the nodels predicted- Ttre other experLrent just gave inconclusive results.

. rt aPPears that the crticial-band nectranisn ls a far rcre conplex

and flexible system than ttrat w?rich was originally conceived. Srrets

et ar (1966) concluded ttrat, "it seens unlilely that alr of these

experiments are rrreasuring the critical band, a fixed property of the

auditory systern that exists independent of e:qrerirents. It seens rpre
likeJ-y that the parameters of the auditory system are not fixed,
specifically that ttrey nay vary from one seru;ory task to another under

intelligent control',, page 473.

Physiol-ogical evidence

It is an ideal situation if heari-ng rcdels and physiol-ogical data

are compatible- often horrvever, a model may anticipate the physiological

research- l{ever (1949) implied ttrat the disctrarge of an auditorn

neuron would be tine locked to the stimulus, with his vorley ttreory.

At that tiu. there was rittle evidence to support his proposal-.

Ttris section wilL first briefly cover the historical developrent

of physiorogicar research related to frequency anarysis. Ttre second

part describes an approactr which predicts the size of jnd using different
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ttpes of info::mation available in the neurar firing patterns.

Since -1949 ttrere has been a great-dea1 of physiological evidence

for phase locking of neurons, e.g. Tsaki (1954) and snalL et aL (1962).

Rose et al (1968) present nery ttrorough evidence and a dissuaeLon on

' t$is subject. Rose .et aI defined a phase locked response asi one rlic*r
d'isctrarges preferentially during a restricted segrrent of the stimulua

cycle, and is ttrus phase locked to the cycle of ttre applied frequency.

Rose et aI believed that ttre spiles are initiated only by defleetions

in one direction of the coctrlea partition. They found that the

discharges spike at intervars which tend to group arould integral

muLtiples of the stimulus period.

Rose (1968) e:<plained that it is knorrrn that the physiotogical

system can discriminate snall tirne intervals, the important question is
r*rether frequency is'coded in a tenporar form, and if so up to what

frequency does this occur. Rose has evidence for a time code up to
5O0O Hz- For frequency discrimination of the required acrrity, Rose states

that infomation must be used from cronverging neurons wittr the sare phase

locking ctraracteristics. rn the discussion following Rosers article
Sctrwartzkopff, clains to have recorded from ten fibers which were aII
Iocked to ttre'same part of the phase of the stinulus. llhe ten elerents,

all of which were close togettrerr. lrere synchronized with about the sarre

variation in tine ttrat a single writ shoned. This evidence could sr4>port

the possibirity of some tlpe of neurar averaging process occuring.

Irloore (1973) claims that an averaging process is necessary for a

temporal fregr:ency mechanism to occur. He cpnsiders that the averaging

would be necessary to rminimize the effects of jitter in individual

fibersr . Nordmark (1970), similarJ-y suggests,,,that discrimination

appears to depend on the pattern of activity in a group of neurons

ratier than the activity in any individual neuron.',
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A very recent approach has been to carry out various analyses

on info:rmation provided by the post-stimulus histogralrs of peripheral

auditory fibers.

Luce and Green (1974), using info:rnation from the p,ost-stimulus

histograqs' described two different procedures to estinate ttre lnriod of

the signal. The first is a counting nodel, whictr oounts aLl possible

neural events in an intervaL as the basis for estimating the sigmalrs

period. The second model, a tining model, acquired samsrles from across

neurons where ti-ure is a random variabLe.

Siebert (1968) worked wittr sinilar physiological data to that of

Luce and Green. Be concluded that infornation in individual fibers

of the auditory nerve is conpletely specified by ttre tine of occurrence

of ttre essentially rall or noner active potentials, firings or spikes.

He assumed that the process on each fi}er is Poisson. Ite also nnde a

nuniber of assuurptions about how ttre poisson para$eters depended on

intensity (I) and frequency (r)-. These assunrptions were based on ttre

physioJ-ogical data. The prediction equation he obtained was :

Ar= I [A+BlFL4[rJ

where F = freguency, r = intensity, A = units of threshord intensity.

lltre Poisson assumption coryLeteJ-y ignores the freqtrency information

available on singl-e channels, and thus disregards any role of ternpora!.

uectranisns.

Siebertrs later analysis (1970) attempted to make predictions, given

that a terporal rectranism nuight be operating. He considered ttrat the

time of occEtrence of ttre pulses observed during a listening intenral was

the important periodicity deterrainant. Ttren assrmring'that these prosesses

are non-hotrDgeneous Poisson processes, he could obtain the probability

density of a criterion nuhber of spikes occuring at wrordered times.

Again he rnade pararneter estirn:tes in accord with physiological data, and
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his new prediction equation was:

(Ar) 2

3xlo6T + 1.5xro6T3rnA
F2

where T = stimulus duration in seconds.

Siebert explained that the first term in the equation corresponded

to ttre contribution of place information, and the second to perioclicity

inforsration. The first term predicts a jnd roughly the same size as

that from hurran data, the second term predicts a much smaller jnd.

Ttris, given ttre noisiness of the human clecision process and the

inefficiencies of the physiological system, would suplnrt the temporal

part of the equation.

@ldstein and Srulorvicz (1977), adapted Siebertrs prediction

eguation in such a rrranner that it would also predict frequency discrimina-

tion for the effect of varying duration. Their theoretical jnd showed that

optimum processing of interspiJce times correctly accounts for psychophysical

precision as a function of freguency and duration. As Goldstein indicates,

the huuran jnd curve deteriorates faster at high frequencies than the

ttreoretical jnd. He considers it to be trivial to worry about the humart

data falling away more rapidly than the theoretical data.

llherefore it can be concluded that there is no justification for

choosing a place model as opposed to a temporal urodel on the basis of

physiologicat evidence. Not only is there enougrh temporal information

in ttre auditory neurons, but it only needs to be used inefficiently to

explain the acuity of frequency discrimination.

Stimulus-oriented approach

The stimulus-oriented approach in audition looks to the statistics

of ttre sigmal, and performs operations on the stimul,us. The advantage

of this approach is that identical stimuli can be presented to bottr the
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rcdel,and ttre obaerner,and quantitative data can be mpared to
evaluate ttre .mdeL

ireffress (1964) forzrulated ti.is approactr. fle enstructed a

sti-unrltrs-orienteil rcdel of detectlqr. It oonsleted of a fLltcr ayaten,

then an envelogn deteetor,follored by a crl.terlon devroe.

The rcdlel preeented in this paper Ls stimrlus-oriented. 'lftre use

of signral detection analysis in ttris rcdel neanra ttrat Receiner or cro1g)

operating characteristics andl psychoretric functione can be *ryara.ae
well as the uore traditiqrar perfornrance leve!,s used Ln evalrrating mdala-
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CHAPTER II
TTTE TEMPORAL MODEL

The model will be described in a general manner in the first part

of the chapter. Ttre choice of stimuli will then be discussed. The l,lark

I and Mark II versions of the model are described next (Mark fI is,

essentially an extension of the earlier Mark I version). In the fifth

part of the chapter, the indices of discriminability used for the model

are described. The important parareters of the model are then discussed

and their effects on the psychometric functions and Receiver-Operating-

Characteristic (ROC) curves are described. Next some implications of

the model are discussed.

General description

The rpdeL is stinulus-oriented, analysing the stimulus waveform

to simulate the ability of the humarr observers to discriminate one sinusoid

from another in band-limited, white, gaussian noise.

The first part of the model is a band-pass filter which is analogous

to one out of a bank of paralrel, simultaneously tuned, criticar-band

npchanisms. The second part of the mod.el rneasures the temporal periods.

rt was originally intended to have a slightly positive threshold for

the neasurement of the temporal intervals. The physiological evidence

for a positive threshold for neural firing was discussed in Chapter I.
rn practice the models predictions, with the stirnuli used, r.r. an"

sane regardless of whether slightly positive or zero leve1 temporal.

measurements were used. The availabl-e instrunentation made the zero

voltage threshold more feasible, and all the rpdel's data were so obtained.

The temporar interval-s measured by the model were only between

positively-sloped axis crossings. The physiological evidence for only
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neasuring between a:<es of one slope has been surveyed in chapter r.

The histograns of these intervals were used as the underlying

distributions from which Roc curves \rere generated. The proportion of

area under the curves, P(A), lras calculated. Other neasures of

discri-minability are described in the fifth section of this ctrapter.

Some ROC curves hrere generated by the model using the tenporal

intervals between all (i.e. both positive and negative) axis crossings.

Ttre ROC curves from this analysis fraa a pronounced dip in the center

portion of the curve which made them very r:nlike human frequency

d.iscrimination curves. ROC curves generated by the model from temtrroral

periods between only lnsitive axis crossings were found to be a nbre

appropriate shape.

The choice of stimuli

The stimuri were chosen for two main purposes. First, to enable

a detailed study of the effect of three important parareters of ttre

model; bandwidth, sigrnal-to-noise ratio, and averaging.

Second, the stimuli- were chosen to provide a set of data that

would be compared to the sulcsequdntry obtained human freguency

discrimination data in order to evaluate ttre model. These st,imuli were

chosen to try and cover the freguency range most likely to show any

possible transition in the frequency discrirnination nectranisn of the ear.

The npdel was e)rpected to be able to predict the cbanges in human frequency

discrimination as a function of frequency and s/N ratio. therefore as

well as varying the S/Iil ratios across freguencies, at one freguency two

s,/N ratios were used. This data is compared to the equivalent human

data in Ctrapter IV and the npdel accordingly evaluated.

The stimulus conditions chosen were the main standard frequencies

of 250 Hz at 23d8, 25o Hz at 3odB, looo Hz at 26dB and 5oo0 Hz at 32dB.
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For each standard stinulus there was a set comprising of six comparative

stimuli (i.e. six values of Af) associated with it.
A reratively smarr arpnnt of data was obtained at r3o0 Hz to

compare with human pitch-shift data in Chapter II. This consisted of
only the standard freguency at different S/N ratios.

It was decided that for a set of stinuli (i.e. the standard and

comparative stimul-i) it was necessary to maintain the energy per cycle
of noise (No) constant. This meant that since constant percentage filters
were being used, that the total power per band of noise varied as a

function of frequency- Duration of the stimurus was oraitted from the
calculation, other:nise the s/N ratio wourd have ctranged if fewer sampres

were taken' which was sometimes the situation at high S7N ratios where

there was little sampling variability.

The ratio used which is shown below was not a

has the r:nits r per cycle. S,/N in this thesis refers
ratio unless othenrise specified.

unitless ratio. It

to this type of

10 log (rms voltage of the sinusoid) 2

I0 J_og (rrns voltage of noise) t _ IO 1og bandwidth

where noise refers to the bandlinited noise.

To equate this ratio to an estimate of E/No for roo msec. signar, the
S/N ratio must be raised by lO dB.

Mark f version of the rnodel

This version of the model is shown diagrarnnaticarly in Figrure r.
The first part of the moder is the stimulus generation section. The noise
generatorr a Hewlett-packard go5?A, produced white, gaussian noise which
was mixed with the sine wave generated by a Hewlett-packard 4204A Digital
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oscillator. lftre revers of noise and sine wave were adjusted by

attenuators. Ttre sigrnal was Sand-rimited by high-paes and rw-pass

Khron-Hite 334I filters. Ttre bandntdttrs used for the Mark I version

were lrl3rd ostave and lot of tlre sin'soid's freq'ency.

The seond part of ttre nodel was c\oncerned with the sigmal analysie.

A ten-bit analogue-to-digital converter was used to obtain a digltibed
time record of the wave form lrtrictr was analysed by a pDpll c.onputer. The

positively-sloped axis crossings were obtained by coryaring aII neighbouring

lnirs of voltage sanples seqr:entially. lrtre nr:uber of saqrles between

each pair of positive axis crossings gave ttre length of the teqroral
intervals- Before ttre enperinental 'r€asures were talren a test tneErsure

was done in order to rnaxiurize the resolution of the tire ueasurements.

A snalL sa4>1e of l-00 teuqrcral intenrals was taken and ttre variance

calculated, the tine base was adjusted by the progrrm to give maximrrr

resolution. Ttre experinental saqrle size was 6rooo tenporal intervals
per stimulus- Pairs of the histogranrs of temporal int-enrals were used

to obtain rEasures of discrinrinability. For each stimulus condition,
there was one standard and six conparative stimuli. Each of ttre oonparatine

stimuli was comPared to the standard stimulus in its set and in this way

fanilies of ROC curves were generated.

The comparisons were done by sigrnal Detection Anarysis, (s.D.T.) as

described below. A criterion was moved through ttre pairs of overlapping

histograms giving the Hit Rates (HRrs) and False Ararm Rates (rARrs).

The H.R. c€rcesponded to p(Xs >ri), i.e., the probability that the

ten;nral intervals belonging to the standard histogran were greater than

the temporar intervar corresponding to the criterion, xi. The FAR

srorresponded to P(xc >ri) i.e. the probability that ttre teqroral intenrals

correspond.ing to the coryarative histogram are greater than that of
criterion r. - The Roc curves were constructed by linear approxination. Ttris
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gave a fanily of RoC curves for each standard stimulus. The protrrcrtion

of area rurder ttre ROC culves i (a) was calculated by ttre tratrnzoid rethod.

l.tark II version of the rbdel

llhe nark rr version of the nodel is essentially an extension of
the Mark I version in that two e:(tra paraneters lrere systenatically

studLed- First, the bandrddth was investigated. Ttre bandnldths used

vrerei l/3rd octave, lot, 3t ancl lt. As discussed in ctrapter r, tSere

is no reason to sulPose that the traclitionally accepted, approxinately

L/3rd octave bandwLdttrs are necessarily appropriate to a frequency

discrimination task.

second, averagl.ng was introduced as a pararneter. Ttre evidence

for some conbining of info:curation in a temgrcral nechanism of hearing

has been discussed in ctrapter r. Averaging of o, 2, 4, g and 16

independent temporal intervals was investigated. The uark.II version

of the rcdel is shown diagramatically in Figure 2. rrtre rcder has

conceptually been divided into three parts.

Part A' ttre sigmal generation. Ttre sinusoid was generated by ttre
Hewlett-Packard fi.rnction generator 3312A. The noise generator was -ade

by the Psychologry Department, Vi.ctoria University of tfellington. It had

a crest factor of 4 and produoed tlite, gaussian noise over the range of
2o-2o,Ooo Hz. Figure 3 shows the rloise spectnn with the o<pected slope

of 6dB per octave because of the constant percentage analysis. Figure 4

is a cumulative probabirity graph on probalrility paper demonstrating

that the instantaneous 
'ortage is norrnarry d.istributed.

The noise was band-limited by ttre constant percentage filters of
the B:e K 2121 Frequency Analyzer. Ttre fitters were set at either L/3rd
octarre' lot, 3t or It and centered on the sinusoidts freguency. Figrure 5

shows ttre filtersr characteristics. The band-linited noise and sinr:soid
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urere mixed at the required S,/N ratio.

Part B, the signal conditioning stage. The signal was passed

through a series of six amprifiers set at maximum gain in order to

achieve infinite clipping. This processing meant that all the arnplitude

information was removed leaving only the required temporal information.

The technique of infinite clipping is described by Frorich (1969, p 224-

225) . Ttre clipped signal had pulse widths equal to the varying durations

between all the zero axis crossings of the filtered waveform. Figure 6,

is a photograph of the unfiltered waveform, the fittered waveform, and

the resulting clipped waveform. Figure 7 shows more detail of the

filtered signal and its corresponding cripped waveform. The cripped

waveform can be seen to have retained the temporal intervals corresponding

to the axis crossing intervals of the original waveform. The signal

was then passed through a digital sigmal- shaper to remove any remaining

glitches or noise to eliminate any spurious triggering in sr:bsequent

analysis.

lhe clipped signal was analyzed by an ORIEC 462O-462L, Time

Histogram Analyzer which measured ttre time intervals between the positively

'sloped axis crossings. The analyzer was set to give a sequential record

of 127 bins (measures) per sweep. Thereforer €dch sweep gave a sequential

measure of L27 temporar intervals. Figure g (arbrc, and d) illustrates

the r27 temporal measures for a s/N of 6dB. There is one temporal

interval neasure per bin. The height from the base represents time.

lrhe four photos demonstrate the decrease in variability of the time

intervals with decreasing bandwidth

usuarry, for each stimurus (for a no-averaging condition) sixty

sweeps ot 7,500 sequential measures would be transferred to the HP 9825

computing controller (the first t,riro measures of each sweep were discarded)

For tne average of two condition, the above seguence would be repeated. The
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Figure 6. Photograph illustr.atirng houv tfie model analysed its
in'put, The seque:nce fForrr top to bottom lrs; unfiltered
wavefornn fl ltered wavefo,rrn, correspohding infinitely
clipped wavefonn. The wavefonn parameter.i we,re si,gnal
frequen,qr of 250 Hz, bandwi dth of I /3rd octavc, S/[i of
6dB. There wene '10 msec/di vislsn .
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Figure 7. Waveform with correspond'ing infinitely clipped
waveform. 250 Hz signal, bandwidth of 3%, S/N
ratio of 6 dB. There were 5 msec/division.
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Figrlne, 8. I27 sequentirat samptes (one/bin) ,of tpmpora'l intervals.- 
The hei-ght frofi the base rep'tresents the number of tine
units. The four phrotos demonstnate the decrtase in
vaniability of thi temporal intervals wlth decrcasing
bandwidth.- S:ignal frequency of 250 Hz' S/l'l natis sf
6dB.

Bahdtridth.

a. l/3rd oeta"ve

b. los
c. 3%,'

d. 1%
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averaging \fas carried out by a software program in the cornputing

cqrtroller- Ttre averaging was based on ttre follorring definition of
an average.

For the a\rerage for the itJlr bin

xz ..... xn

n

where n is tJle nunber of measurr 3s averaged, Xn is tbe value of ttre last
reasure being averaged, I' i= ttre arzerage for the itJ. bin after the
averaging.

The above eguation can be restated as

Ir,=xo-r+Xt-xrr-r
n

Therefore ttre value for the present a\rerage for the ith bin, *r, ,"=
obtained by taking the d.ifference between the present value x. and the

last average xn-r and dividing it by the sweep nunber n. This was added

to tl.e arreraged value of the previous sweep rrr_r. Therefore once ttre

71500 inte:nrals had been nEasured once (corresponding to an average of
zero) tlre sequenoe occured n times to s,orrespond to an average of n.
lrhe anrerage values were stored in sequential arrays pnti1 x1're Lndices

of discriminability were calculated. The reasures whictr were averaged

together rtere sampled at different tires which inpLies .ur assraption of
sequential independence of ttre sanples averaged.

Indices of discrirninability

Indices of discrinrinability were obtained between the standard

stimuLus and the comparative stimuli of t}re sarm sgf,. Ttre ttrree main

lEasures of discrininability obtained were two reasures of the proportion

of area under the ROC su!:\res, [p(A)r and p(A)z] and a reasure of the

X1
X=n
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proportion of correct respong€s [p(c)]. The d, vah:es were obtained

for ttre above three values by nultiplying the Z,-scores of the proportions

by {Z- Ttre P(A) neasures urere obtained from analyses of t}re ternlnral

histogra'a*. Figure 9 shqds an exanpre of a pair of overrapping

histograms. lltris pair of histogranrs, one of which is the standard and

one the conparative can generate one ROC curve and the p (A) reaeure of
discriminibil_ity.

Ttre P (A) l value rtas obtained in the trad.itional SUr manner by

lnssing criteria through the pairs of overlapping histograms and

generating Roc curves from the Hit Rates and False Ararm Rates so

obtained- P(A) r was obtained by the trapezoidal method. trtris nethod

of analysis was assr:med to simulate a gingLelnterval-Rating scale Task

and the dr value was calculated accordingly.

P(A)z was used because of two Lirnitations of the previorls neasgre.

First, with sore stimulus conditions, such as high 54[ ratios, the variance

of ttre histograms was too snall to obtain an adequate number of data

lnints on the ROC curve resulting in inadequate resolution of ttre ROC

sr:rves shape. second, rinear approximation of these points some times

Ied to a serious underestimation of p(A)r.

P(A)z was calculated from a crlrib natural spline function. Ttre

subroutine for ttre cr:bic natural spline was fron the Hewlett-packard

c;enerar utility Routines. rt fitted an Roc curve, integrated for area

and differentiated for slope. rf the spline is considered as a fr:nction

represented by s (r), then the second derivative s" (r) approximates

the curvature- The smoottrest curve is obtained through the data points
(rr,yr), (rz,yz) when t3 (s" (x))2 dr is niniurized. The spline-Xt

therefore gave a better approxirnation to the shape of ttre ROC curve and

a better estination of the P(A) for ttre case where there were fewer ROC

data points- The dr values were calculated by the sarre urethod as for
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Figuns 9 Histogr.arn of temporal lntervals to dernonst,rate an exampl,e
o:f a pair of sverlapping distr.ibrltisns that could be used
to geire,rratc a Receiver-Op.erating charaeterlsti c curve.
Standard Frenuency of ?50 tlzo Csmparative Frequeney of
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that from P(A).

P(C) was used to o\reroore.- llnitatlons of the previous txro reesures.

t{hen the sequential data were converted to histogram foru, ttre lirnitation
of available nenory in ttre oryuting controller neant ttrat the resolution
has harvecl' Ttre P(c) reasture was based on the sequential data, therefore
it naintained naximtun possible resolution.

P (c) was calcur.ated by talcing ar.r the standard sanpres x1 , x2

xrrr and arr ttre courparative saqrres y1, y2 .... yn then ttre folrowing logicar
operations were carried out on each sequential pair (Xo, yrr):

If Xr, = "r, 
l-ncrease V by I

If Xr, t 
"r, 

increase K by L

If Xr, a 
"r, 

increase L by 1

The estimate of p(C) is

=v/2+KV+K+L

46.

P (c)

t{hen t}rere were nrany points on ttre Roc curve, ttre estinates of
performance gave the sane varue. As the resolution of ttre Roc curve

becane less than optim:l P(A)r underestimated the tnre performance level.
since ttre sequentiar Deasures had trrrice the resoLution of ttre teqroral
histogr:me, P(c) was the nost accurate estinator of the rcderrs
performance. The agreerrent of ttre ttrrree measures of discrininability
under ttre cronditions of good resorution gave a varuabre test of
consistency of the nodel.

The two versions of the uroder. were the sanre in concept but were

constructed with very different technorogies. wtrere possibre the
performance levels and the shapes of the Roc surves crere coryared for
the trp versions of the npder. @nerarry there was very good agreerent

of the noclel
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Mark I version

l.iark II version

Comparison of two ROC curves from the Mark I and Mark II
verlions of the model for the sanp parameters. Standard
frequency 250 Hz, Comparative frequencies 266 llz and
?82 Hz, S/N ratio 6dB, Bandwidth l0%, No averaging
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between thenn an example of whidr can be seen in Figure 10.

Important parameters of the model

lltrree important parameters of the model were studied in detail,

tltey were,' signal-to-noise ratio, averaging and bandwidth. Increased

averaging'increased signal-to-noise ratio and decreased bandwidth al"l

clearly improved the discriminabifity of the stimuli by the nodel. It

was not known in which ways these paraneters would affect the underlying

distributions, the psychometric fr:nctions and the shape of the RoC curves.

The degree to which these parameters could be traded with one another also

needed to be exarnined.

The three paraneters were studied by taking an initial stimulus

condition, and then varying one of the three parameters holding the

other two constant. Ttre initial stinulus condition chosen had a temporal

histogram with a large initial variance,thus allowing a large decrease

in variance (with a changing parameter) before the lirdt of the modelrs

resolving power was reached. Ttre initial stimulus set, used to

investigate averaging and bandwidth, had its standard at 250 Hz, a S/N

ratio of 5dB, a bandrr'ridth of 21t and no averaging. The initial stimulus

set for investigating S,/N ratio was tbe serme except for a bandwidth of

lOt. Usually each comparison was based on 7.500 sampJ-ed intervals per

stimulus. Each comparative differed from the standard only in the

frequency of ttre sinusoid and thus the center of ttre constant percentage

band-limited noise. (The filter is centered on the sinusoidb frequency).

The measures used to study the effects of the three parameters

were, tl.e mean, variance and kurtosis of ttre temporal histograns.

(Measures of skewness showed no systematic changes from zeto.) Another

rneasure was the relative slopes of the psyctroretric functions. The

shapes of the models' ROc curves \rrere also noted. The results for the
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specific parameters are described separately but the couulon principles

involved in their effects are discussed in the conclusion.

Averaging

The number of averages l^tas increased from tJre no-averaging

condition Eo 2, 4, 8 and 15- Figures I1 ald 12 compare the temporal-

histograns from the no-averaging and average of 16 conditions respectively.

The averaging decreased the index of kurtosis from 7.5 to 3.4 and

decreased the variance from .3005 to .0194 nsecs. Ttrerefore averaging

was decreasing both the kurtosis and variance. Ttre kurtosis at 3-4 was

nearing that of a normal cuIve. Figures 13 and 14 contrast the ROC

curves for the model with conditions of no-averaging and an average of

8 respectively. The gradient of ROC curves changes as a function of

averaging. The gradient of the curve from the no-average condition is

described relative to the gradient of the curve from the average of

8 condition. Ihe no-average ROC curve has first a relatively lower

gradient and then for the major part of the curve it has a steeper

gradient decreasing again relatively at the top of the curve. The shape

for the no-average ROC curve will be calLed a rbow-shape'.

Figure 15 shows the psychometric fwrctions for the four averaged

conditions. The functions have been shifted along the frequency axis

to lie on the function for the condition wit]l an average of 16. There

is no systematic divergence until about a log d'ofG5 where the functions

with the lower averages have progressively shallower sloPes ti,",, L"

functions fron higher averaging conditions

Bandrdidth

The bandvridth was varied

The filters r:sed were those of

from the L/3rd octave to 10s, 3* and 18.

the B & K 2121 Frequency AnalYzer-
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Histogram of temporal intervals to demonstrate the effects
of a wide, l/3 octave bandvridth. Standard frequency ZS0 Hz,
S/N ratio 6dB, Bandwidth 21%, No averaging. l.iean 3.9455
msecs, variance .3005 msecs, kurtosis 7.501.
The_histograms are all represented graphically with different
scales.

Figure 11.
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Figrlre 12. l{istogram of, temporal inte,rvals to demonstrate the effeets
'of a large average (16). Standar"d frequencSr Z50 Hz,
S/N ratio 6dB, Bandwfdth Zlg, Average of 16, Hean 3.9566
nsoc:, Variance ,0194 msecs, Kurtosis 3"403.
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(ROC) Curves. Standard frequency 250 Hz, S/l'l ratio'
6dB, Bandwidth 2l%. No averaging.
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Figure 15. Psychomtric functlons demonstr"ating the effects of
averaging, Th-e psychonetric functions have been noved
qlong the log lf axis to'the function for an average of'16. Standard frequency 250 Hz, S/l{ ratio 6dB,
Bandwidth 2lg.
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Figure 5 shows the filter characteristics.

Figures Il and 16 contrast the effects of 21t and 3t bandwiclths

respectively on the temporal histograms. The index of kurtosis increased

from 7.5 to 32.o. The variance decreased from.3005 to .0140 rnsecs.

Therefore the variance is decreasing and the index of kurtosis becoming

less normal-like with decreased bandrrvidth.

The psychornetric frnctions for the different bandwidths are shorwr

in Figure 17. The fr:nctions have been moved along the frequenry axis to

be on the function for the It banilwidth condition. The funstions begin

to systematically diverge at about a log dr of 0.9 where the fr:nctions wittr

narrower bandwidths have a systematically shallower slopes than those of

wider bandwidths.

The ROC curves for the conditions of 218 and 10t are shown in

Figures 13 and 2L respectively. The curves for the sanc levels of

performance are more bow-shaped for the 2lt condition than the lot
condition.

Sigrnal-to-noise ratio

The signal-to-noise ratios were defined as described previously so

that they remain constant with changes in the constant percentage

bandwidths and with changes in the number of periods sampled. Ttre S,/!{

ratio was varied fron 6 to 23 anil 30dB

Ttre index of kurtosis for the temSnral histograrns with conditions

6,23 and 30dB S/N decreased from 30.0 to 4.7 to 3.8 respectively. This

IIEans that the temporal histograns became more normal-Iike with increasing

S/N ratio. The variance decreased with the increases in S,/N ratio from

.090, .0025 to .0003 nsecs respectively. The nean of the tenporal

histograms shifts systenatically with S/N ratio, in contrast to bandrnidth

and averaging which did not affect the rean. The shift in mean as a
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Figure 16. Hfstogram of temporal lntervals to
effects of a narror 3S bandnidth.
250-Hz, B:andwidth 3%, No averaging.
Variance .0'|4I msecs, Kurtosis-f2]0

demonstrate the
Standard frequencJl

t'lean 3.998 msecs,,
S/l.l natio 6dB.
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F'igure 18. Family of Model's ROC curves. Standand frequency
250 Hz, SIN ratlo 6dB, Bandwidth 3#' No averaging.
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function of S,/N ratio is discussed in the last part of this chapter

and compared to human Pitch Shift data.

The psychonetric frurctions for the three S/N ratios are shovrn in

Figrure 19. Ttre fr:nctions trave been shifted along the frequency axis

to the position of the funetion for 23dB condition. The fr:nctions with

lcmer S/N ratios diverge to shall-qrer slopes, ttre fi.rnction for the 6dB

condition diverging the most.

lltre fanrilies of ROC curves foi ttre 6dB and 23dB condition are

shorvn in Figures 2O and 21 respectivel-y. The ROC curve for the 6dlB

condition is the nost bow-shaped.

Tables 1, 2 and 3 sururarize the effects of bandwidth, averaging

and signal-to-noise ratio on the temtrnral histograns.

The cumrlated probability distributions were plotted on double

probability paper. It was found ttrat when ttre index of kurtosis of the

corresponding histograns was near 3 the pJ-ot was linear. When the

corresponding histograms had the same variance the gradient of the line

was lrbecoming steeper as the variancoof the standard and conrparative

stimulus became rore unequal . llhen the index of kurtosis of t}re

temporal histograms was larger than 4, the plot on double probability

paper becane progressively less linear.
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LOG.F

Figure 19. Psychonetric functions demonstrating the effects of
signal-to-noise ratio. The functions have been moved
along the log Af axis to the function for an S/N of
23d8. Standard fnequency ?50 Hz, Bandrvidth l0g,
No averaging.
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Figure 21. Model's family of ROc curves. standard frequency
250 Hz, S/N ratio Z3dB, Bandridth l0%, No averaging.
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TAELE I.

Ean&gLdth t

2L

to

3

,I

TABLE 2.

Av,eragrrlLg

ftdex of kurtosis

7-5Ol

18.2,87

32.010

55.I_94

Variance in nsec

.30.05

,0951

.0141

.,0020

ftre ef,f,eets of bandwidth on the kurtosis and varianee of

the temporal histo(Irrn*. ,llhe gnranreter,s sere 250 tlz, S,/N

ratio of 6dB and no armagir,rg.

rhe effests of averagiog on, ttre kurtosis atrd varianae of,

the ten5roraL hlstogranrs. Ttle pa:laneters were 250 llz, sA
ratio of 5dB and 2t'r bandwidtJr.

Index of Kurtosis Variance in msec

0

2

4

I

16

7.50r

5.O70

4,39E

3,90L

3.403

.1o50

.1453

.:o11L

.0452

,0194.
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[!re effects of, signal-to-noie€ tratio on tbe kurtosis'

iind varianice of, ttre terqrorel bistograms. The fixed

Paraneters vrere 25,o Bz, barrdwi,ilt'h of, lOt ar'llil no averaging'

Inclex sf kurtosis Variance in nsecSfi tatio

.0951

.0025

,000,3

6

23

30

L8.287

5.70,

3.go
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Discussion

The shape of the temporal histograms is dependent on tlre three

parameters, bandwidth, averaging and sigrnal-to-noise ratio. The index
t

of kurtosis of ttre histogr€uns moves towards that of the nornal curve

wittr increased averaging, increased bandwidth and increased S/N ratio'

The variance decreases wittt increased averaging, increased S,/N ratio

and decreased bandtridth. The only noticeable change in ttre treatrs is as

a frrnction of s/N ratio. Decreasing tbe sl't ratio increases the nean in

frequency r:nits (decreases in tine r:nits) .

The central tinit tlreorem would predict the increasing normal

character of the temporal histograms as the averaging is increased'

with wiiler bandwidth the increased variability of the ternporal interval

distribution makes it rpre normal-like. Increasing the S/N ratio at 10t

bandrpidth, up to 30 dB results in the index of kurtosis approaching that

of the normal curve.

The psychonetric functions all have the sa.ne factor causing the

divergence in slope at higher dr values. The functions which have less

normal-Iike temporal histograms show progressively shallower slopes at

high dr values. lltre functions with the steepest slopes are ttrose with

higher S/N ratios, more averaging and wider bandwiclths. This is because

the 1ess normal histograms have long tails whictr results in a slowing

down of the increase in ttre higher d' values relative to the trpre nonnaL

tenporal histograns.

The arptrnt of bowness to the model's curves also has a corunon

cause. The smaller the variance of the teurporal- histogran the smal'ler

ttre Af value required for a given level of performance. The smaller the

Af value the npre siurilar are the variances. of the standard and

comparative stinuli. (The constant percentage filters cause wider

bandwidths at higher freguencies.) Unequal variance of the underlying
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distributions contributes to the bowness of ttre resulting ROC curve.

The temporal histograns form a very complex fanily of clistributions.

TLey are in some cases quite normal-Like with a kurtosis of around 3
t

and mean and variance apparently independent of one another. lfith narrow

bandwidths and lorr S,/N ratios and lor averaging the histograrns become

very peaked with long tails with an index of kurtosis of around 60.

Sone implications of the model

Ttre main comparison of the nodel and hr:nran rnasking data occurs

in Chapter IV. This section is to show how the rnodel ercplains two

guite different experimental findings. Ttre first was by Henning (19643)

on the effects of S/N on freqr:encry discrinination, and the second by

Schubert (1950) and Walliser (1969) on the effects of masking noise on

pitch adjustments.

Henning carried out two freguency discrinination e:<perinents which

were identical except that in one the noise level was 2OdB less, but

the sigmal-to-noise ratios were the same in both conditions. Henning

was testing a hlpothesis called the 'amplitude-linitation hypothesis'

which implies performance decreases with increased absolute stimulus

levels. Henning found ttre same performance levels for the two conditions.

lltre performance l-evels were unaffected by, the absolute stimulus levels.

The temporal model predicts the sane levels of perfotmance for

the same sigrral-to-noise ratios regardless of the absolute l-evels.

Schubert (1950) and !{alliser (1969) shoned that when a Pure tone

and a rnasking noise were Presented to the same ear simultaneouslyr'the

pitch of the masked tone is raised over that of the pure tone. Schubert

had his observers carry out lou&ress natches between the tone and the

stimulus to be matched, in order to reltpve any loudness cues before the

pitch matctres were obtained. He for:nd that the pitch-shift effebt is
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larger at low S/N values and at higher freguencies. He considered that

the effect disappears when the tone is increased approximately 4Odn

above the noise.

Walliser's data is presented in Figure 22. It shonrs the signal

level to noise power density ratio as a function of the percentage pitch

shift. The shift in frequency increases with decreasinS S/N ratio. The

lrrcent shift is calculated as the difference in Hertz of the pitch

match and the actual frequency of the sinusoid divided by the actual

frequency of the sinusoid. Walliserrs data shovrs a pitch shift of l-t

at 4OdB which is contr'ary to Schr:bert's conclusion that the effect has

disappeared at this frequency. [tre author has found that very e:<perienced

observers can make very accurate pitch matches of 40d8. A small systematic

bias in Schulcert's data could explain the discrepancies between the data.

Ttre model gave comparable data for pitch natching when the inverse

of the mean of the temporal model histogram was assumed to be the pitch

match for that stimulus. The modeLts data are plotted with Walliserrs

in Figrure 22. The model's data, although a similar slope to that of

Walliserrs, agrees more with Schubert's estimation of the upper limit of

the effect. A small criterion bias in the human data might explain these

differences.

The model provides an explanation for why the effect is greater at

lower S,/N ratios and at higher frequencies. The model assumes that the

ear's filter nechanism is tuned to the test toners frequency, which is

reasonable in a pitch matching exPeriment. The test tone'" f."q,r"rr"y

is therefore the geometric mean of the filter. At low S/U ratios the

mean of the temporal distribution is determined by the arithmetic mean

(which is the mean of the noise distribution). The arithnetic mean is

higher in frequeney r:nits than the geometric [l€dn., As the test tone

increases in energy the geonetric rnean wil-l gradually doninate the
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CHAPTER III
HUMAN FREQUENCY DISCRTMINATION DATA

Introduction

The first part of this chapter discusses the availability of

human frequenry discrimination data, and as a result shows why it was

necessary to obtain extensive ancunts of data to evaluate the nodel.

Ttre second part of the chapter descriJees the Group-operating-Characteristic

(coc) analysis which was the nain nethod of analysis used on the human

data. The stimuli used are described in the third section followed by

a section cn the stimulus generation. The fifth section covers the

experinental design. The analysis of the human data is then described

and the results and conclusions comprise the last section.

Availability of suitable human frequency discrinination data

The first extensive study of frequency discrimination was by Shower

and Biddulph (1931). They nreasured frequencl; jnds for a wide range of

frequencies. Their stimuli were modul-ated tones which have very different

spectra to those of pulsed sinusoids.

Harris (1952), Moore (1973a & b), Nordmark (1953) and Wier (1977)

provided freguenry discrimination data for pulsed sinusoids, but most

of these studies were concerned wittr finding the size of the jnd as a

function of frequency. Ttris research therefore did not give many

performance levels for different frequency separations (Afs) at a fixed

S/N ratio.

Henning (1967a) did obtain extensive data for different Af values

(at many S,/N ratios) as a function of the frequency of the standard

stimuli. However, when Henningf s data\r/ere rearranged into perforn€rnce

level versus Af values for a fixed S/N ratio. there vrere too few data
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points for evaluation of the model. The large size of llenning's study

also meant that he only used 200 trials per stimulus. The small number

of trials led to variability in the data to the extent that the functions

for &ifferent Af values sometimes crossed each other. Ttris made the

data unsuitable for evaluation of the model.

Very stable human frequency discrimination data, concentrated at

specific S/N ratios was therefore not available for the evaluation of the

npdel. As discussed in Chapter I, frequency discrimination is a difficul-t

task and tends to give r:nstable data. The difficulty of the task and the

need for very stable data suggested the use of the Group-operating-

Characteristic Analysis .

Group-Operatin g-Characteristi c Analys is

The Group-Operating-Characteristic (COC) analysis was originated

by watson (f953). rts potential was further examined by Boven (1976) .

this description of the technique is mostLy derived from Boven's study.

Data from psychophysical experiments contain the effect of noise

which is r:nique to each observer. This unique noise can seriously

affect the shapes of psychometric frxtctions and other measures of

performance, as shor,wr by Green (1960).

one approach for coping with the unique noise is to try and measure

it so that its effects nay be quantified. Soderguist and Lindsay (1972)

for:nd that the dr value for three observers on a sigmal detection task

varied according to which stage of ttre heart beat cycle the signal

coincided with. The mean d' value for their observers varied from less

than 0.5 at one part of the cycle up to more than 1.5 at another part.

Earlier Dierks and Jeffress (1962) concluded that unique noise has

three components, one r:nique component for each ear and a smaller conmon

component, this results in the internal noise between the two ears having
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a small positive correl-ation.

These and other attempts to specify r.rnique noise have not led to

enough quantification to satisfy Green's homilies. Green (1960)

asserted that if the concept of internal noise was to be useful it had

to be specific. Green wished to avoid the situation where an unguantified

notion such as unique noise could be used to explain a!{ay any observed

discrepancy between the theoretical performance and the performance of

human observers.

The C€C analysis approach bypasses the need for specifying wrique

noise by removing it statistically instead. It is necessary here to

define the differences in meaning betr.reen unique noise and conunon noise.

Unique noise is a statistical concept which refers to the idioslmcratic

component of the total variance of an observer. The complement of unigue

noise is common noise which refers to all the noise sources which are

conmon to all observers e.g. stimulus fluctuations. Since it is the

conunon noise which is of interest to the experimenter, he will be interested

in removing the effect of unique noise from his data.

The unique noise arises in the follovring way. The noise on

which the observer bases his decision can be considered to be the

sum of two independent noise sources. The first noise source is the

noise which is added to the experiment prior to the presentation of the

signal to the observers. The second noise source is within the observer

and arises in the signal transmission and processing system of the

observer. The first noise is common noise and the second noise unique

noise

The ratio of wrique noise to corfiion noise is called K. Ttre limit

condition of K is zero which is when all the noise is common and the

observers are completely dependent. When K is eguaf to zero, no

improvement is predicted. The otler limit condition is when K is infinite
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i.e. when all the noise is r.rnique and the observers are coutpletely

independent. In principle, for a K of infinity there is no asymptote

to the level of performance. Usually, in experiments, observers have

a partial dependency.

The aim of the GOC analysis is to reduce the amor.mt of unique noise.

The GOC curve describes the'performance of multipLe observers, or nultiple

observations by one observer, with the two situations being essentially

the sane.

The GOC curve is based on the sun of the ratings for each identical

stimulus (identical stirnuli are defined as stimuli with identical fine

structure). Ideally simultaneous observations by observers, or digitally

coded stinuLi are used to enable the observers to rate identical stimuli.

The analysis is analogous to traditional ROC type analysis' with the

random variable in this case obtained by sr:mming the ratings for each

identical stimulus, across observers or observations. The sum of the

ratings is proportional to the average rating for each identical stimulus-

The summed ratings are used to construct an event by rating matrix- The

matrix is then cumulated and the Hit Rates and False Alarm Rates obtained.

Boven (19?6) has shown that the GOC curve approaches the curve which

would be obtained if there was no unigue noise present. This makes the

method useful for evaluating the feasibility of models and for obtaining

less attenuated measures of sensitivity.

Stimuli

The stimuli were chosen to cover a wide frequency range. The wide

range was chosen so as to show any potential transition from one frequency

analysis mechanisrn to another. Each stimulus consisted of a sinusoid

in band-limited, white, gaussian noise. The low pass filter was set at

twice the sinusoid! frequency, and the high pass filter at half the sinusoidts
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frequency. Ttre bandrrridth was chosen to exceed any known estimates of

the human critical bandwidth.

There were four main frequency discrimination experiments. For each

er<periment there was a set of stimuli consisting of one standard and four

comparative stimuli.

The signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio nas calculated in the same manner

as in Chapter II.

10 log (rms voltage of the sinusoid) 2

10 log (rms voltage of noise) 2 - 10 log banctwiclth

where noise refers to the bandlimited noise. Thus the ratio as described

before has the units, p€r cycle. Unless other*rise nentioned this is the

ratio referred to by S,/N.

The parameters for each experitrent are given belovtr.

1. Experiment. I had a standard stimulus of 5000 Hz and comparative

stimuli of 5000, 5050, 5100 and 5150. Ttre stimuli had a S,/n ratio

of 32d8.

2. Extrreriment 2 had a standard stimulus of l00O Hz and comparative

stimuli of 1000, 1007, 1014 and 102I Hz. The stimuli had a S/N

ratio of 26d8.

3. Experiment 3 had a standard stirnulus of 250 Hz and conparative

stimuli of 250, 25L, 252 and 253 Hz. The stimuli had a S/N ratio

of 3OdB.

4- Ercperiment 4 had a standard stimulus of 250 Hz and comparative

stimuli of 25O, 252, 254 and 256 Hz. The stimuli had a S/N ratio

of 23dB.

Stimulus generation

The experiments were run at the Institute for Perception, Soesterberg,

the Netherlands. The stimulus generation is shown in Figure 23. The noise
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was generated digitally by a Hewlett-Packard 8057A Precision Noise

Cenerator. The location of each repeatable noise segltent was specified

in the pseudo-random seguence by means of an external high speed counter

and trigger. A Rockland Systen 816 filter band limitecl the noise so

that its low-pass rras at twice the sinusoids frequency, and the high-pass

rdas at half the sinusoidb frequency.

The sinusoid was produced by a J-O bit, digital-to-analog:ue con\terter

and lorr-pass filtered by a Khron-hite 334I filter to smoottt the waveforat.

The sinusoid and band-limited noise were mixed and then gated with an

inverted cosine rise-fall transient of 2O msecs. An attenuator was used

to adjust the overall Level. Ttris method of sigmat generation means ttrat

identical stinuli could be presented at different tines' Beyer Dt48 head

phones were used and the stinuli wers presented in the sound attenuated

room of the fnstitute.

The experimental sequence was a 600 msec rest, a standard stimulus

of l5O msecs, 5OO nsec interstimulus interval, a comparative stirnuh:s of

150 msecs and a response interval. Ttre beginning of a new sequence was

triggered by the observer's response.

The stimuli were chosen randomly by computer control such that a

standard stimulus occurred in the first interval and one of the four

comparative stimuli (with equiprobability) occurred in the second interval.

600 msecs
Standard
Stimulus 500 nsecs

Conparative
Stimulus Response

Observers and the observerts task

Four researchers fron the Institute for Perception' who were very

experienced in pitch matching and other sinilar tasks-, and the author

were the observers. The observers were lnstructed to press one of eight

buttons on a small metal box depending on their certainty of how similar
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the standard and comparative stimul-i were. Tf they were sure that the

standard and comparative were the sane they were to press button one, if

they were sure the stimuli were d,'ifferent they were to press button eight

and to use the buttons in between for the varying degrees of certainty.

They were asked to use a1l the ratings equally.

Experimental desigrn

A result of ttre digital- coding of the stimuLi was that identical

stinuli couLd be presented many times. The observers could therefore be

nrn separately yet all giveruwhen required.identical stimuli. To prevent

sequential dependencies there was always a d.ifferent random presentation

of trials for each observer.

The four e:qperiments broke down into two basic designs.

Experiments I and 2. Ttre four comparative stimuli were each presented to

each observer l0OO times. The 1000 trials per stimulus were randomly

selected fron 500 rxrique samples in such a way that each uniqr:e stimulus

qras presented twiee.

Experiments 3 and 4. The four comparative stimuli were each presented

1000 tirnes to each observer. The 1000 stimuli per conparative consisted

of 50 unigue stinuli each presented in a randomly determined sequence

twenty times.

Since the sarnpling size in experiments 3 and 4 is quite small, two

except with fiveobservers replicated their tasks in these experinents,

hundred unique stirnuli per comparative instead of the previous sample size

of fifty. These two conditions were inter-l,eaved amongst each other.

The two observers had 800 trials per comparative selected randomly from

the five hundred rmique stinuli.

After each block of 200 trials, the computer controlled experiment

was stopped. Then a program was run to find the P(A) values for each
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stimuh:s, and a histogram of the rating resPonses was displayed. The

observer saw the described results and was then given a five minute rest

before another sequence of trials hras run. Usually each observer was

given 500 trials per day.

Before the experimental datawere obtained for each e:rperinental

condition the observers were given 30OO or nore practice trials until there

was no increase in ttreir P(A) values over the last four blocks of 200 trials.

The analyses of the human data

E:<periments I and 2.

For each observer in each e:<periment 500 r:nigue trials per stimulus

were repeated once giving IOOO trials per stimulus. Each of these 1000

trials was treated as a 1 x 1000 matrix. Ttre ratings were ordered into a

histogram with 8 bins, representing the eight possible ratings. A

histogram for the standard lras compared with the histograms for the

appropriate comparatives, one at a time, and the Hit Rates and False Alarul

Rates determined from the cumulative histograns. The ROC curves were

obtained by linear approximation and the P(A) values calculated by

triangulation.

A GOC for the group in each e:<periment was also obtained. The

five observers I data for each stimulus were combined into a 5 by IOOO

matrix, with the stimuli ordered so that ratings for identical stimuli

were aligned across the matrix. The GOC analysis was done as previously

explained, with the sunslned ratings now varying from 5 to 40, instead of

from I to 8 as in the individuaL ROCs. The Hit Rates and False Ala'rn

Rates were determined from the cumulative histograns.r They were joined by

linear approximation and the P(A) values calculated by triangulation.

Psychometric functions were also obtained for the Group data.

Ttre Group data for experiment 2 was divided into three grouPs for a
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comparison of the data. Group I was the three best observersi Group 2

the two irorst observers and Group 3 was the total group. This meant that

the lst group had a 3 x 1OO0 matrix, the 2nd grouP had a 2 x 1000 matrix

and the 3rd group a 5 x 1OOO matrix. Ttre slopes of the psychometric

functions were compared and a @C curve, for the same performance level,

compared from the three grouPs.

Experiments 3 and 4.

l"lost of the data from these experiments differed fromthose of ttre

previous two in that the sets of one thousand trials Per stimulus now

consisted of 50 unique stinuli each repeated 20 times in a computer

deternined random sequence. Ihe data from each observer ltere treated as

a 1 x 1000 matrix and individuaf P(A) values obtained.

In order to check that the smaller sample size in these tr'ro

experiments was not affecting the data, the data were compared for the

500 and 50 unique stimuli conditions. the P(A) values of observers one

and two were compared for experiment 3 and 4 across the two stirnufus

sampling size conditions. Ttreir ROC curves for a Lf of 2' from e:rperiment

4 were c-ompared also across the two stimulus sampling size conditions.

The data were also analysed to show the effect of replication on d'.

The enorrnous number of trials required to achieve a large enough sample

for each dr value and yet enough replications, led to a compromise in

both areas.

The data were analyzed as group data. Five combined observers' data

with 50 trials per stirnuh:s were defined as one replication. Different

trials were used in each P(A) calculation to prevent any dependency

effects. The calculation was carried out for the three comparatives in

experinent 3 and 4 respectively. Log dr was plotted against log

replications.
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F'igure 25. ROC curves for experiment 4 with a Af of 2 Hz.- 
The two cond'itj ons are for a unique st'imul us

sample of 50 and 500 respectively. S/N ratjo
of 23d8.

A. 0bserver I
B. Observer 2
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Results and discussion

The variability among the observers' performance levels can be seen

in Table 4. As previousJ-y mentioned,the observers had had many years of

e4perience in sinilar tasks to this experiment. The npst experienced

observers were not necessarily ttre highest performers. Observer 2 was

a very high lnrformer,often performing slightly better than the group

performance level. Even when observer 2 had a higher P(A) than the

group,his ROC curvesweremore irregular in shape than the GOC which had

the higher resolution. The individual variability in performance guestions

the usefulness of ttre value of the jnd type statistic unless there is a

very large sample and sore indication of the distribution of jnds.

Figure 24 shows that the shape of the GOC curve is invariant for

different numbers of observers and replications. Three GOC curves r'{ere

compared, all for the same level of performance for e:q>erinent 2. The

groups $rere: group l, the two worst observers; group 2, the three best

observersr and group 3, the total group of five. Group 2 had a larger

Af value than the other two groups to achieve tl-e sane performance level.

The gradients for these three groups' psychometric functions were calculated

and they were all 1.36 onlog d' versus log Af,for the three groups.

The slope of the psyctrometric functions and shape of the Goc curves

are invariant for groups with quite large differences in freguency

discrimination ability. These measures are therefore very useful in

evaluating a model. If the sJ-opes of the psychometric functions and

shape or the @C are matched, reasonable differences between the ,rorn"

will not affect the fit to the model. Similarl.y even if all the uniique

noise has not been removed from the hunan data, the slope of the psycho-

netric functions and the shape of the COC curves, for a given level of

performance will be unaffected by subsequent replications.

The small-er sample size of unique samples for each stimulus in
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TNBLE 44. P(A) values for indiyirXual observ€rs end the Group,
fo:r e:qrerinent 1. Stanclard f,:reqrrenoy of, 5O00 ltz at
a s/N of 32 ds.

TAB.LE 48.

0bserver

I
2

3

4

5

Grou.p

Obeerver

1

2

3

4

5

,G?ouP

AF in Hz

50 L00

.619 ,76,6

.626 ,8138

.570 .679

.5L8 .556

.629 .752

.658 .859

7

.595

.6,95

-v94

.592

.623

,80'7

F (A) values for indlivitlual observers and the Group''
in e:cperident 2. standard frequeney 10OO Hu at a 5/![
of 26d8.

AF in lta

t4
.801.

,859

.965

,709

.780

.970

1s0

.8,62

.958

.784

.678

.849

.972

2L

.952

.950

.996

.825

.891

.998
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TABIE 
'IC

P(A) values for inclividual observers and the group
for experi-ment 3. Obsenrer I and 2 have two sets of
data, ttre first sets are for the experiment wittr 500

rurique sarnples, the gecond sets are as for ttre rest
of the observers for data wittr 5o unique samples. The
standardrs freguenc.y iE 25O Hz at a s/N of 3OdB'

TABI.E IO

Ocsenrer

I
2

I
2

3

4

5

Group

Observer

.l-

2

]-

2

3

4

5

Group

AF in Hz

2

.760

.734

-77r
.728

-676

.919

.669

.918

AE in Hz

4

:75r
.711

.762

.7]'l

.595

.879

.672

.855

I
.650

.595

.545

.609

.588

.732

.579

.745

3

.880

.834

.867

.426

.736

.983

.754

.980

P(A) values for individual obsenrers and the group
for experiment 4. lltre table arrangenent is the sane
as for Table 6. ltre standardrs frequency is 25O Hz

at a S/N of 23d8.

2

.626

.615

.645

.605

.538

.709

.579

.705

6

.843

.810

.849

.804

.615

.9s4

.76L

.943
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experiments 3 and 4 has not noticably affected the data. The P(A)

va|:es for observers I and 2 are very close fOr the two sampJ-e size

conditions, Tables 4(C ancl D). The ROC curves for observer I and 2 for

the two conditions show excellent agreement as cEul be seen in Figrures

25 (A and B) .

The GOC curves for experiments 1, 2, 3 and 4 are pre3ented in

Figures 26, 27, 28 and 29 respectively. The curves are very snpoth for

freguency discrimination data. When replotted on double probability

paper each GOC curve gives a linear plot. A linear plot on double

probability paper indicates that the underlying distributions could be

normal. Ttre slope for the curves is unity for the curves with srnall Af

values which irnplies egual variance of the underlying distributions- As

the Af values become larger there is a tendency for the slopes of the

curves to become steeper. Given normal underlying distribution a

progressively steeper slope on the dor:ble probability paper indicates a

larger variance of the comparative distribution as compared to the standard

distribution.

The value tog d' for the group as a function of log replications

in Figure 30 (A and B) show the fr:nctions for the sets of stimuli with a

standard frequency of 250 Hz at an S/N ratio of 23dB and 30 dB respectively.

The data show that even with up to ten replications of the grouP data,

which is essentially ttre same as fifty individual replications, an

asymptotic level of performance has not been reached. This shows that the

amount of unique noise in frequenry discrimination tasks is very large.

If it is necessary to remove all the unique noise from human frequenry

discrimination data, many replications would be needed, or else a
I

mathematical method of predicting the asymptotic level must be developed.

Dr J.K. Whitmore, Psychophysics Laboratory, V.U-W. is working on

suctr a technique.
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The three performance levels for the Af conditions plotted in each

of the Figures 30 (A and B) remain parallel to one another for all the

replications. It is clear that removing the r:nique noise does not change

the relationships between the performance levels for the different Af

conditions. Therefore the slopes of the psychometric functions do not

change with replications.

Ttre slope of the functions

dif ferent Srltil ratios. The slope

Log d' versus log n changes for

the 3OdB condition is steeper

for

for

than the 23dB condition. It apPears that the rate of improvement of dl

is more rapid at higher SrlN values. The functions in both figures must

be moving towards an aslmptote as n increases. Itris is what would be

expected as the unique noise is being statistically removed.

The large amount of unique noise in auditory tasks has also been

dernonstrated by Swets (1959) using masking studies. He used replications

on a single observer, and fornd that after five replications perfonnance

was still improving. There is no pr:blished data on frequency discrimination

with this method of analysis.

Conclusion

The linearity of the cumulative probabilities on double probability

paper indicates that the human frequency data could be modell-ed by normal

r:nderlying distriSutions. The increased slope at large Af eonditions

suggests that there is a situation of unequal variance for the underlying

distributions, with the wrderlying variance for the comparative being

larger than for that of the standard. The comparative stimulus for a large

Af condition has a higher index of kurtosis which could also affect ihe

slope of the cumulative probabilities plotted on double probability paPer.

The analysis of d' as a function of replications showed the large

amount of unique noise in human frequency discrimination data. The @C
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Figut"e,30,A. Improvemant in log d' as a function of log replications
(log n) fon three Af eon,ditions. Standarrd frequency of
25,0 Flz and a S/N ratio of 23d8.
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Figure 308. fqprovercnt in 1og d' as a function of log replieations
(lp,g n) for three-Af conditions. Standari frbquency of
250 Hz and a S/N ratio of 30d8.
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:rnal.lnsis is valuable for tlre narmer in wtri.ch it r-ercves unlqlre .aoise

arrd provldes a less attenua:ted measur€ of discrimination. Bhe urethgd

also prevides @C curve€l with good resolntion. Ttrerefore the netrtrod

is suiteble in obErining data to evaluate' a mdel'.

:trbe etability of, ttre shape of. the GOC curve.s and the gredieRts'

(shaBes) of, the pslrcbonetric fiuc.tio-ns asross observere f,or the sirrc

eryertnental eonditions, suggests the sare underlying f,requency

cltsc.rirninatioq nechabisms for all of ttre observers.
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CHAPTER IV

COMPARISON OF TT{E HT'},IAN AND THE MODELS FREOIJn|CY

DISCRIMINATION DATA.

In the first part of this chapter the nethod of natching ttre hr:rnan

and rpdelrs data is described. The model is then evaluated and a

discussion foIIows.

The method of evaluating the temporal rpdel

Ttrere were two trrctentially free parameters available for matching

the two sets of data; first bandwictth and, second, averaging. rn fact"

only averaging provided the soretimes necessary changes to fit the npdels

data to the hr:man data (assrming a lot critical bandwidth).

There weretwo main aims for the matching procedure. Ttre first ainr

was to match the performance level and the gradient of the psychonetric

functions. The second aim was to compare the shape of ttre available

noderrs Roc curves, with the parameters fixed by the matching of the

psychometric functions, to the human GOC curves. Ihe bandnidth was

adjustable in discrete steps of 3rd octave, lot, 3* and lt, and the

averaging was only possible at integer values.

One problem' as previously discussed, was that all the wrique noise

had not been removed from the hurnan data. The GoC data does have a muctr

smaller ratio of unigue to conunon noise than traditional human data.

llordever,the hunan performance level would still increase if more replica-

tions occurred. rt wilr be shown that the moder would not be made

inappropriate by a moderate increase in the hrmran performance Level.

Hunan psychometric functions based on GOC analysis increase in
performance level with increased replications, but maintain the salre

gradient- The npdel's psyctronetric functions have been shown to remain
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paraller with changes in averaging and bandrpidth, except at high dr

varues, Figure 15 and 17. lltre change in slope at. high d'values

corresponds to high indices of kurtosis for the underlying temporal

histograms. ThereforerErs long as ttre index of kurtosis is kept lor by

improving the nodel's performance levels with averaging, the psyctrornetric

firnctions will remain parallel. If the models psychore'tric fr:nction is a

good fit to the hunan data, increased replications in the GOC analysis

wirr only result in the moder requiring an increase in averaging to

re-estabrish the fit to the data. rf, horever, the model_rs psychonetric

firnctions do not initially have the sarne grad.ient as the human data

(unless it is only a sJ-ight divergence at high d' values) no manipulating

of the parameters can provide a fit.

The rpdel! paraneters.for ttre comparison of its ROC curves to the

human GOC curves were fixed by the matching of the psychonetric functions.

The matching of the functions is illustrated by describing the nratctring

of the human and npdel ! s data for e:<periment 4.

The nodel's psychonetric function with a bandr.ridth of IOt and with

no averaging was low in performance level compared to the hrsran data.

The npdelrs cumulative probabilities plotted on double probability paper

were not linear (ttre index of kurtosis of the histograms was too high at

5.7) while the hr:man plots were linear. Therefore, to match the nodel to

the human dataraveraging was increased to 2 which raised the perfornnance

level of the model and decreased the index of kurtosis to 4.O0. Narrowing

the bandrridth would have improved the performance level but would have

further increased the index of kurtosis.

The paraneters of. the model for each courparison were fixed after
comparing ttre temporal histograms, then the corresponding rnodelrs ROC

curve and the humans GOC curve were compared.
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Evaluation of model

Experiment I: Standard of 5000 Hz at 32dB S/tl ratio.

An average of 4 and a bandwidth of 10t roughly matched the

performance levels of the modelrs and human data. Figure 31 demonstrates

that the gradients of the conpared psychometric fr:nctions are very

different. The hwnan fr:nction has a steeper slope than that of the

model, the ratio of the gradients is 1.9. As previousJ-y described,.

manipulating the paraneters will only change the slope of the psychometric

function at high dr values. lltrerefore,the functions could not be matched.

Figure 32 compares the modelrs ROC curves with the corresponding GOC curves.

The human and model's curves are very different. The modelrs ROC curve is

bow shaped essentially,because of the large separation in frequency of the

standard and comparative resulting in differences in the two distributions

e.g. variance and kurtosis differences. Increased averaging or a narro$rer

bandntidth could reduce the bow shape of the RoC curve but this r.rould

seriously mismatch ttre performance levels of the hr.man and model rs data.

Experiment 2: Standard of 1000 Hz at 26dB S/N ratio.

The levels of perforrnance were roughly matched with an average of

16 and a bandwidth of lO*. The slopes of the compared functions were

again very different with the slope of the hr.man fwrction being steeper

than that of the model, Figure 33. The ratio of the two gradients is I.5,

which is less of a mismatch than that for experiment 1.

It was not possible to obtain any ROC curves for the spdel to match

tJle human @C. The average of 16 reduced the variance of the tenporat

histogram to the extent that the limits of resolution of the system were

reached. However,the hr:man @C curve, if obtained, would not be very

bow shaped. The large amount of averaging for matching the model resulted

in an index of kurtosis around 3.5. This would probably have given an

almost linear plot on double probability paper which would have provided
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Figur.,e 31 . Illustnations of the eompat is,on between the model's and
hunran's psy,chometr'ic f,r,rn'etions fo'rr experiment l. Standard
frequency of 5000 Hz and SIN ratio of 32d8.

tlodeli paranreters are an average of 4, bandwidth I0%.
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Figure 32. Illustration of the comparison between the human,s GOc
curve and the modelrs ROC curve for experiment l. Standard
frequency of 5000 Hz and a comparative of 5050 Hz at s/Nratio of 26dB.

HodelL pararnters are an average of 4 and a bandwidth of l0%.
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Human data

llodel 's data

FiEur"e 33. Illrrstration of the cornparison between the model's and
human's psychometric functisns for experiment 2, Standard
frequency of 1000 Hz and SIN natio 26d8.

lllodel5 paraneters ,are a-n avera;ge iof 16r Bandwfdth l0%.

LOG.F
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a reasonable natch to the human

Experiment 3: Standard of 250

data.

Hz at 30dB S,/N ratio.

No averaging was reguired at a bandr+idttr of 108 in order to obtain

an excellent match of perfonnance levels and gradientr Figure 34.

Ttre modelrs ROC curve also provided a good fit to the human @C,

Figure 35. Ihe higher S,/N ratio at this condition gave an index of

kurtosis 3.8 without any averaging.

Experiment 4: Standard of 250 Hz at 23dB SAI ratio.

An average of 2 provided the best fit to the performance level with

the 108 bandwidth. The average of,two although a little high,was a

closer match than the no averaging condition. Ttre fit to the grad,:ient

was excellent, Figure 36.

The modelrs ROC curve was a good approximation to the shape of the

human GOC curve. The modelrs perform€rnce was a little too high,as was

expected because of the fit to the psychometric functions, Pigure 37.

Discussion

The results demonstrate that while the model is a good fit to the

hunan data at 25O llzt it is clearly inappropriate at 5000 Hz. There is

some evidence of a transition at 1000 Hz. The psychometric functions

are less of a m:ismatch at I0O0 Hz as compared to 5000 Hz, and there is

some justification for assuming that the modelrs ROC curve would be a

reasonable fit to the human GOC at 1000 Hz.

Tfre modelrs data, after having been fitted to the human aata, tras

temporal histograms with normal or near normal indices of kurtosis. At

lotrer S,/N ratios, the unfitted temporal histograms of the model have

successively higher indices of kurtosis and lower levels of performance

relative to the human data. fhe model therefore requires slightly nore

averaging at lower S/N ratios to reduce the kurtosis and to improve the
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Figurne 34. Illustration of the comparison between the model's
and hr.lman psychometric f'unctiofrs for experire:nt 3-
Standard frequency of 250 l{z and S/N ratio 30d8.

l4odel's parameters arE no averaging and a bandwidth
of 'lO%.
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FALSE ALARII RATE

FiEure 35. Illustration of the cornparison between the model,s
ROC curves and human GOC curves for expertnent Z.
Standard Of 250 Hz and a comparatlve of 251 Hz at an
S/N rat'i o of 30dB.

i'lodelb pararnters are rio iv€Ff,ging and a bandwidth
of 10fl.

Hunan data

l'lodel's data
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Human dat,a

Model average 2.
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Figutre 35. conparison of hunan and modelts psych,omt'rie fiunctions
for eNperiment 4, Standar"d Frequency of 250 Hz at an
5/N ratio of 23dts.
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Figure 37. Illustration of the comparison between the human GOc
curve and the model's ROc curve for experirnent 4.
standard frequenc.y of 250 Hz and a comparative frequencyof 252 Hz at a S/tt rati o of Z3dB.

Model'.s paranetens are an average of 2 and a bandwidthof l0%

Human data

Modelrs data

FALSE
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performance in order to provide a match to the hunan data.

The nodel reqrrired different artounts of averaging to natctr the

human perfonnance for tJ:e different experiments. The relative amounts

of averaging for the different e:q>eriments are discussed belq. Since

the signal-to-noise ratios were different for ttre four experinpntsronly

Iarge differences in the relative arnounts of averaging can be considered to be

due to frequency changes, (since smalr differences in averaging are

reguired for the different S/N ratios).

The large a:ncunt of averaging at IOOO Hz (an average of 16) is much

larger ttran could be due to S,/N ctranges. Ttris large ampunt of averaging

appears to mirror the relative jnd (jnd/fi ratio as a ftnction of

freguencyras shown by Moore (f973a). He showed that the relative jnd

is much lovrer at 1000 Hz than at 25O and 5OOO Hz. This increased frequency

activity could be explained, in a speculative manner, as an increase in an

averaging process in the neural system.

The amount of averaging can be approximately converted to averaging

time by multiplying the period of the sinusoid by the nuniber of averages

required for the model in a particular e:q>erinent. Ttris gives the short

averaging tirnes of I and4 msecs for 250 Hz,at 23dB and at 3OdB respectively.

If, as discussed in Chapter I, the averaging occurred across neurons, ttre

different amounts of averaging would take about the sErme amount of time.

Henning (1969) showed that frequency discrinination at 25oHz begins

to deteriorate once the signal duration is shortened to about 5O msecs.

Itttis finding may be interpreted as representing a critical bandwidth of

8* for frequency d'iscrinr:ination. Henning also shows that the duration

at which anplitude discrimination begins to deteriorate is approximately

three tines ttrat at which frequency discrimination deteriorates. ttris

result would give a critical band for ampLitude detection of around 24t,

which is in agreement with traditional estimates of critical bandwidth.

F is representing the freqr:ency at which the jnd is measured.
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Ttris finding is consistent with the idea of the 10t bandwidth used

for the model.
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CHAPTER V

STJMMARY AND CONCTUSION

Suunarv

An electronic analogue of frequencry discrimination was cronstructed.

It consisted of a lO percent bandpass filter, tuned to the sinugoidal

sigrnal. The temporal intervals between ttre positive axis crossings were

measured at tl1e output. Ttre temporal intervals \rere averaged, when

necessaryr to obtain a fit to appropriate human data. Ttre terotrnral

intervars were then used in histogran form to generate R@ curves.

lleasures of discriminability were obtained from both the sequential

neasutelpnts and the ROC curves.

When the npdelrs data had been fitted to the human data, by increasing

the amount of averaging when necessary, the underlying temporal histograms

had indices of kurtosis near that of a normal curve and tJ:e adjusted data

from the model gave linear plots on double probability paper. Arso, as

expected tbe modelrs data had a steeper slope on the double probabiJ-ity

paper for higtr Af values.

Human frequency discrimination data were obtained for the pgrpose

of evaluating the model. The stinuli were sinusoids in white gaussian

noise. uniqr:e noise was found to be a serious attentuator of hrmnn

freguency discrirnination. The GoC method, of analysis was found to be an

effective tectrnigue for reducing the influence of wrique noise. The rate

of reduction of unigue noise, with replications of identical stinuli, was

found to be faster at higher S,/N ratios. Increased replications raised

the level.of the hunran psychometric functions, obtained with GoC analysis

but did not change their shapes.

Human GOC curves for freqr:enry discrirninAtion were found to'give
linear plots on dor-rlcle probability paper, which suggests ttrat they could
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be npdelled by normal rurderlying distributions. The plots for smal1

Af values have slopes of I whiih suggests equal variance of an underlying

nonnal rpdeL. The plots for large Af values had steeper slopes which

suggests that ttre comparative stimuli had larger wrcterlying variances

than those of the standard stimuli. This gives support to the eoncept

of a constant percentage critical band nechanisur.

The model at 25O Hz and two signal-to-noise ratios gave a good fit
to t}te hurnan data. The rnodel was l-ess appropriate at 10OO Bz and clearly
inappropriate at 5O0O Hz. lrtre inferred point of transition betreen a

temporal" and sorne other nechanisrn, around 1OOO Hz, is 1oner ttran that

usually suggested e.9. Moore 0_923a), p1otrp (1967), !{ever (1949). Itre
bandwidth of tO percent was found to be appropriate for ttre temporal

model.

Conclusion

The temporal npdeL presented in this thesis gives evidence for
temporal freguency 6isgsinination mectranism at low frequencies whictr

dranges to some other mechanism around 1000 Hz.
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FUTURE RESEARCH

Three areas where more research is urgently needed are discussed.

First, it would be of interest to obtain rpre huma-n freguency

discrimination data and equivalent nodetrs data either side of 1OOO tlz.

Comparisons between the human and nodel's data around 1000 Hz would

give more information about the apparent transition in redranisms near

ttris frequency. Obtaining data at these frequencies would reguire very

high resolution equipnent.

Second, tlre problen of removing nnigue noise from human d,ata needs

to be investigated in nore detail. The most pronising approach aPPears

to be the prediction of the asymptotic linit of performance-

Ttrird, it would be very instructive if the physical aspects of the

stinuli to which the observers are reslnnding could be isolated and

rneasured. A preliminary study was begrun at the Institute for Perception

with Dr T. Houtgast. The nultiple ratings of identical stimuli were

correlated with certain physical measures of the same identical stimulus.

Ivbasures such as; the nean of the temporal interval distribution, and

slight amplitude ftuctuations were correlated with the observersr ratings.

It is emphasized that this was only a preliminary study and no firm

conclusions c€rn be drawn from this data. There was soIIE erridence, however,

of correlations with the nean of tJle temtrnral intervals at low frequencies;

this correlation had disappeared by 50OO Hz. There was also suggestion

of these eorrelations improving with, reduced s,/N ratios' narrower

bandruidths and decreased duration of the stimulus

The described approach would appear to have pronise for evaluating

models, also the aspect of the stimulus to which the observer is attending

in the stimulus can be ascertained and neasured.

The approach would also allow better evaluation of observersr
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perforilEn@. For exa4rIe, one obse:nrer nfro was v€tT Poor at frecirrney

diserinihation was fould to hase ratings wittr a higih eorrelation to the

small anplitude fluctuations of the stinuli. ftre snall inplitude

fluctuations were an irrevelant asgpct of the stianrltre. llhis observer

eould be seen, with this techniqr-" horsever to be givLng a \teLT dif,ferent

tlpe of perfonrance fron tlrat of arr observ,er rrho was both lnor at flequenc?

diserinlnation and whose ratings had a lor oorrelatisn rtittr the physical

Enasures of ttre stimuli.
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